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CHAPTER I
THE NATURE OF THE PROBLEM
There is rather general agreement among educators that health is a
desirable objective and that research directed toivard its enhancement shoiild
be pursued. The health of the school child has become a matter of primaiy
interest of elementary school specialists.
Today the curriculum in health education should be designed to meet
the health needs, problexas, and interests of the individual child. It shouTd
aim to provide guidance in the process of growth and development of the
school child through healthful living and to develop critical self-knowledge
in regcxTd to his own behavior in health.
The present study ivas undertaken in part to provide a body of useful
information that Yri.ll help to integrate the health content in the curriculum
to the end that it may function in the present and future lives of the
millions of children novx attending elementary schools.
Ltatement of the x roblem . It is the purpose of this study to
dctercdne by objective methods, those concepts of healthful living which are
of functional value in contributing to the general education of elementary
school pupils.
Importance of the Study
.
/uLthough the roots of health education
extend into antiquity, the movement received its greatest impetus during the
past decade.
At the International Health Conference held in 1941 soir© sixty-four
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nations of the world signed the constitution of the Ttorld Health Organizatioi
One of the first tasks that befell the organization was to adequately define
in simple terms the meaning of the word health. Prior to this time each
author in the field, indeed each professional health teacher, proclaimed his
own definition of the term in line ^-dth his ovm particular philosophy of
thought. The k/orld Health Organization defined the term health as ”a state
of complete physical, mental, jnd social v;ell~being, not the mere absence of
disease or infirmity,”^ This definition is a recognition by sixty-four
nations that the necessary equipment for the health of the individual has
changed, and that social vrell-being, or the ability to live in harmony with
other peoples is a component part of the term "health,”
The constitution of the iYorld Health Organization also includes a
statement v'diich suggests a nevj- importance in child health. It states,
"Healthy development of the child is of basic importance. The ability to
live h'-rmoniously in a total changing environment is essential to such
development
.
For many years the schools’ interest in health has increased and
broadened. In 1918 the important place of health in the school program was
recognized and was verbalized by a famous report on the "Cardinal Principles
of Secondary Education" by a commission of the National Education Associatior
which placed health near the top of the list of seven major objectives of
^ Final Acts of the International Health Conference
.
(Nev/ York:
liiited Nations, Lake Success, 1946), p. 9,
^ Ibid,, p. 9,
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education.
In 1938 the Educational Policies Cojmid.ssion 5 in its discussion of the
objectives of self-realization, stated three ways in v/hich a person should
be health educated?
1, The educated person understands the basic facts concerning health
and disease,
2, The educated person protects his om health and that of his
dependents
.
3, The educated person works to in^rove the health of the comrnimity.^
Irvdii states that, ” • . , the health and physical welfare of the school
child is a primaiy objective of modem education,”^
One of the best statements of the objectives of general education is
found in a publication, A Design for General Education
,
prepared by the
Americ=‘in Council on JCducation, vMch states, '*in the Committees’ judgement,
general education should lead the student to improve and jiuiintain his own
i
^
health and take his share of responsibility for protecting the health of
others,”^ Turner states the schools’ responsibility in yet another v/ay, "The
/
school has a triple responsibility in the field of health. To build or
promote the health of children, to protect them from disease and ill health,
and to aid in securing the prompt correction of such physical defects and
I illnesses as exist or develop in spite of the tvro first mentioned
i
^ Educational Policies Commission ? Purposes of Education in ^imerican
Democracy (Washington, D, C,; National Education Association, 1938).
^ Irwin, Leslie W.
,
Curriculum in Health and Physic:il Education (St.
Louis? C, V, Mosby Gon5)any, 1947, p. 21,
^ American Couhcil on i^ucation; A Design for General Education
(yaddngton, D, C.^ 1949)
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It is clear that education has a responsibility in preparing the child
for healthful living. The follov/ing discussion to.L1 survey the present
status of child health and indicate the in^rtance of the stud^r.
Although health conditions in general throughout the Ikiited States
have improved tremendously during the past fifty years
^
yet we still face
serious health problems.
In 1930 President Hoover addressed the 'iihlte House Conference on
Child Health and Protection. He stated that ” , , , in the United States
there were forty-five million school children, of whom thirty-five million
were reasonably normal. Hov;ever, six million ’were improperly- nourished, one
million had speech defects, one million had weak or damaged hearts, 675^000
exhibited behavior problems, 450,000 ’-vere mentally retarded, 382,000 were
tuberculous, 340,000 had impaired hearing, 300,000 v/ere crippled, 50,000 wew
partially blind, 18,000 vrere totally deaf, and 1,400 v/ere totally blind.” In
addition he stated that ”... 20,000 school children were delinquent and
500,000 dependent on charitable organizations or the state,”?
The downviard trend in mortality has been very sharp in the childhood
ages. Children have benefited to an extraordinary extent from the progress
made by health and welfare agencies in reducing the toll of preventable
death, livery one of the leading causes of death in childhood has shown a
marked decline during the past decade.
/
° Turner, C. E., School Health and Health ;:kiucation (St. Louis: C. ?.
Mosby Company, 1947) ^ p. 21.
7 "The ;^te House Conference on Child Health and Protection,” The
Journal of the American Medical Association (Vol, 95, 1930), p, 1765.

The causes of death during childhood are very different from those
of all ages statistically combined. There is also a distinctive pattern for
the pre-school age groups as compared with the school-age group. In infancy,
prematui*e birth, congenital defects, and injury at birth accomt for more
than half of the deaths. Other important causes are respiratory diseases
and diarrhea.
At ages one to four, respii'atorj^ diseases cause more deaths than any
other condition. Accidents closely follow. CJongenital defects and diarrhea
are also among the principal causes of death in this age group. None of the
communicable diseases of childhood is of major importance as a cause of
death and even in the aggregate these diseases account for less than half as
many deaths as accidents.
Among children of school age accidents far out-number all other causes
of deaths. Motor vehicle accidents represent the greatest in this group. At
ages fifteen to nineteen, tuberculosis is the leading cause of death from
disease, and heart disease is in second place.
The principal causes of death in infan<^ and childhood are shorn in
Table I.
Continuousl;^^ since 1921, careful studies have been made by the United
States Public Health Service, of the common causes of illness prevailing
among school children in Hagerstovai, Maryland — a t^'pical small /imerican
city ’.vith a population slightly’' over 32,000.
^
.'ilson, Charles C,, Health Sducation (National Education Association
of the United States, Washington, D. C., 1943), p, 35«
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THE CHILD KILIERS
(Leading causes of deaths in Infancy and Childhood for 1946)^
ks» and Cause of Death Number
Ltider 1 Year
All causes 111,063
Premature Birth 39,624
Congenital Malforma.tions 14,912
Pneumonia (all forms) and Influenza 12,657
Injury at Birth 11,738
Diarrhea, £kiteritis, and Ulceration of Intestines 5,498
All other causes 26,434
1-4 Years
/H causes 19,679
Pneumonia (all forms) and Influenza 3,657
Motor vehicle accidents 1,413
Congenital L'nlformations 1,251
Tuberculosis (all forms) 894
All other causes 9,236
5-14 Years
All causes 17,948
Accidents (excluding motor vehicles) 4,037
Motor vehicle accidents 2,508
Pneumonia (all forms) and Influenza 1,131
Diseases of heart 1,036
Tuberculosis (all forms) 747
All other causes 8,4^9
15-24 Years
iMl causes 37,729
Motor vehicle accidents 7,445
Tuberculosis (all forms) 6,065
Accidents (^excluding motor vehicles) 5,921
Diseases of the heart 2,300
Homicide 1,669
iUl other causes 14,329
9 National Office of Vital Statistics, Federal Security Agency,
United States Public Health Service, Vol. 29, No. 1, 1948), p. 21.
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Statistics froa 1940 to 1945 show that the number of days absence
during a school year on account of sickness average 849 per 100 children.
Children under eight years of age were absent on account of illness nearly
tvdce as much as other children fourteen and over.
TABI£ II
SICK AND OUT OF SCI5)0L
(Days of absence from sickness per 100 children in)
(a school year in Hagerstown
^
l^aryland^ schools. )
(?/hite children only.^O )
All
Ages
IJhder
8
8-9 10~H 12-13 14 and
over
1923-1925 738 1068 789 627 610 523
1939-1940 824 1260 893 721 738 655
1940-1945 849 2179 869 822 791 660
The illnesses which cause the most absences from school are
tonsillitis and respiratoiy infections, including the common cold. Minor
I
disorders of the digestive tract, headache, toothache, earache, and accidents
are other frequent causes of absence.
This brief survey of the present status of child health has several
important implications for tliis study. A review of the vital statistics
indicates that life is becoming progressively safer for children. Every one
of the leading causes of death to cl'u.idren has shovm a marked decline in the
10 Altman, I., and Ciocco, A,, School Absence Due to Sicloioss in the
Vfar Years
.
(Child Development, 16: 4p December, 1945 p. 139.
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period under review. Trul^' phenomenal have been the accomplishments of the
p ist decade in reducing the mortality and improving the general health of
children of school ages. In 19CX)-^ the death rate for children 5-14 years
of age was 3*9 per l,OCX)j at the present time it is less than 0.9 per 1,000.
Tet the present low death rate can be further reduced, and this is one of the
primary tasks of health education. This statement is significant because
accidents are at the top of the list and accidents for the most part are
preventable
.
As the causes of death and disability in children are being reduced,
more and more attention needs to be focussed on other important factors in
child health, such as dental defects, mental and social health, nutrition
and other disorders.
v/ell-fflotivated health education in the school program can go a long
nay toward helping the children to t.-.ke the responsibility for their own
I
I
health.
This is the goal of all teaching and the true test of all learning.
It is the purpose of this study to contribute to ti© health instruction
program of the elementaiy school by determining concepts of healthful living
that vdJLl assist children in taking over the responsibility for their own
tiaalth to the extent that it is possible for them to do so.
^ National Office of Vital Statistics; Federal Security Agency
(United States Public Health Service).
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Pofiaitions of Terna Used .
Concepts^^ Teachers' goals. Recognizable advances in educative
i
I
growth to be luade by the pupils.
Deduction The technique of reasoning or problem solving that con-
[
sists in applying general rules to particular cases, in coming to
conclusions about sp^ecific instances through the logical considera-
tion of generalities.
Disease^ Reaction to injui^*.
IHeraentar:.- dc hool^^ A scliool for children of elementary school age
that normall^^ requires six years to coji^rilete the work provided.
Health^^ Health is a state of complete ph^’^sical, mental and social
well being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. i
17Induction A method of reasoning about generalities through the
examination of particiiLars.
Billett, R. 0., Secondary School Teachia: (Boston, Houghton llifflin
Company 1940) p. 273.
Good, Carter V., Dictionary of Sducation (Hew York, McGraw-Hill
Book Company 1945)* p. 121,
^ Forbus, ;7., Reaction to In.iury (Baltimore, Williams and v'/ilkins
Company 1943) p. 42.
^5 Giood, o£, cit
. p, 149*
Final .^cts of the International Health Conference (lake Success
New lork United Nations 1946) p. 9.
Good, Qu
. cit
. p, 215,

CHAPTER II
THE RmmV OF THE LITEH^TURS AITO RESEARCH
Curriculum in the Elementary School , Lee and Lee^ state that, '’Any
system involved in a program of c’lrriculum development should have guides,”
They offer the following statements as guides;
1, The curriculum is considered to be the actual esqjerience of each
pupil which is affected by the school,
2, Curriculum improvement is conceived as a process of improvement oj'
teachers in the guidance of pupil experiences.
3, Curriculum development is a continuous process carried on within
each school ^stem,
4, Existing subjects do not necessarily constitute the best
organization of pupils e3p>eriences,
5, Careful consideration should be given to the utilization of the
guiding principles for the selection and guidance of pupil experience.
Reavis suggests that the main objectives of the health program for
elementarj’- school children should be:
1. Useful knowledge regarding health.
2. Formation of fundamental health habits.
3. Correction of causes and effect of wrong health habits.
4* Prevention of communicable diseases.
1 Lee, J. M.
,
and Lee, D. M.
,
The Child and His Curriculum (Nevf York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts Inc., 1940), pp. 186-187.
^ Reavis, Pierce, and Stullen, The Elemonbary School (Ifiiiversity of
Cliicago Press, 1931) > p. 239.
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BilletL states, "In many elanientaxy and secondary school curricula one
ifinds that im^x;rtant concepts receive no systematic attention in the eOanentary
,1
^chool grades." This statement by an outstanding authority in the field of
l^eneral education helps to justify the need for this particular investigation,
l^or health education has been too often neglected in the elementary school
t-eaching and it is at this level that the foundation of healtliful habits of
I'
living begin to accrue
.
• In support of the question of grade placement of these concepts of
)iiealthful living Billett^ states, "The teacher must learn to expect and to
ii
j|)lan for slow sequential gro’Arth in important concepts over a period of years-
;|n soire instances, over the entire period of elementary and secondary school
education.
"
h
A committee representing the American association for Health, Physical
llducation and Becreatioii^ has recently dravm up a platform upon which curri-
(^ulurn builders may base their planning. They suggest, "Health instruction
lf>ased upon scientific materials progressively arranged tiu’oughout the grades
knd upper schools, and directed toward personal accomplishment and sociiil
ideals. Safety tilducation should be included in this instruction."
,
If curriculum development is conceived as a process of the improveruent
of teachers in the guidance of pupil experiences, we have new meaning for
!,
^ Billett, R. 0., Fundamentals of Secondar:/ School Teaching -with
|imphasi3 on the Unit Method (Boston; Houghton-Mifflin, 1940) p. 143
•
:|
,
^ Ibid, p. 143.
^ The Subject Fields in General Education (New York: D. Appleton-
jjantury Co., 1940) p. 26.
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the identification and deterinination of health concepts at the elementary
school level. These concepts can very well be conceived of as teachers’
goals and included in the unit of learning^ sequence.
7
Bruner states, "Ihe tendency is toward the abandonment of the practico
of listing large numbers of specific objectives at the beginning of a course.
Instead, there are appearing at the beginning of the course general statements
of aims in the form of themes, concepts, or generalizations .
"
Curriculum in Science Education . The identification and determination
of principles for teaching purposes had an earlj’" beginning in the field of
science education. An examination of the literature and research reveals a
tremendous amount of pioneer work in tiiis area. Because the field of health
is deeply rooted in the findings of the biological sciences, it is interestin'
to note that research in science education has paved the way for the further
investigation in the educational aspects of health education. A debt of
gratitude is owed to these science educators for the revelation of techniques
that are also applicable for the determination of concepts or understandings
in the field of health education.
Q
In a stud^' conducted as far back as 1927, Craig maintained that,
A
Billett, 0£. cit
. ,
p. 504.
Bruner, H. B., Curriculum Llaking in Current Practice, Oiforthwestem
University), p. 32.
3 Craig, Gerald 3., Certain Teclmigues Used in Developing a Com-’se of
Stu(jy in Science for the Horace mann Elementary School (Teachers College
contribution to Education V. 276 N.Y. Teachers College, 1927) pp. 56-57.
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”C^^rbain objectives that are selected for a course of study in elementary-
school science should conform to those factors, principles, generalisations,
and hj'pothoses of sciences which are essential to the interpretation of
common natural phenomena of the environment of man,'* This early study
suggests the inpjrtance of determining objectives for the teacliing of a
course of study at the elsraen-fcary school level. It also reveals that
property determined objectives should conform to principles that are
fxmctional in their application. In contrast to tliis study in science
education Downing^ sta-ted that^ ”if he is -to lead pupils in-to healthful ways
of living, he must give them an understanding of the important principles or
laws of health,” The understandings of Dovaiing conform in principle to the
concepts of the present investigator,
Martin^® in an article found in Science Education states.
In 1931> ^'/ilbur under the direction of Curtis at the Ifiiiversity of
Michigan made an investigation to determine scientific principles
contained in textbooks of general science published betvreen 1924 and 1931 •
In this study the criteria for the determination of a principle vrere
formulated by six graduate students in a Seminar in Problems in the
Teaching of Science,
This statement by Itotin is offered in partial justification for the
source of criteria used in the present study. Other investigators in the
field of science education utilizing similar techniques conducted studies in
the area of the physical sciences,
9 Doming, E3JLiot, R,, ^^n Introduction to -the Teaching of Science «
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1934) j p*
ID Martin, W, E,
,
A Chronological Siurvey on Hesoarch Studies on
i-rinciplos
, (Science Education JlJCIX, February, 1945), PP« 45-59.
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In 1941^ set out to determine those principles of physical
science that viqtq most important for general education, 'Jlie criteria he
used ’.vere simil.r to those employed by other research vrorkers.
In 1943 Reek^ embarked on a folloYf-up study to determine vrhether or
not the ideas propounded by the Ihirty-First Yearbook had taken effect on
current ;?riters of textbooks, Iho findings Y#ere negative and indicated that
textbooks of science designed and prepared for the elementary’- school level
had not kept the pace T^dth ijaproved methods of pedagogy as indicated by
current research.
In 1946 Jones^^ ana2y2sed seven ninth-grade general science te:dibooks
for scientific principles. In 1947;, Leonelli^ conducted a llaster's study^
and analyzed eight textbooks of general science^ Grade VIII, for principles
of Physical and Biological Science,
A careful examination of the Ihirty-First Yearbook and studies
conducted at the University of Chicago, University of Michigan, University
of Minnesota, Colimnbia University, Nevf York University, chio State University
14
^ y/ise, Harold, B,, A Determination of the Relative Importance of
ri'inciples on Physical Science to General Bducation , (.unpublished Doctor’s
dissertation, university of Chicago, 1941), p. B.
^ Reek, Doris
> 3 A Study of Principles of Licience Found in Four
Series of 'Textbooks of Elementary Science » (mpi^lished l&ister’s thesis.
Uhiversity of Mchigan, 1943)j*
Jones, Huth, V,, ^ Study of the Principles of Science Found in Hint
Grade Ibr.tbooks of General Science i'Tunpubliohed Master’s thesis. University
of Michigan, 194ST*
^ Leonelli, Renato, Principles of Physical and SLological Science
Found in sight ’Jtextbook.s of General Science for Grade VIII , (unpublished
ICaster’s thesis, Boston University School of "kiucatioa, Boston 1947)
•

and Boston lAiiversity justify the identification of science principles as a
major function of curriculum planners. The background of research and
teclaiiques used in the solution of the problems encountered in the field of
science education paves the way for much needed investigation and research in
the related field of health education at the elemaitary school level,
C’lrriculum in Health Education, The stated purpose of this study is
bo determine concepts of healthful living that have functional value for the
elanentaiy school. The purpose of the study may be supported by reference to
who, in recording the prerequisites for the most effective teaching
at the elementary and secondary school levels states in parrts
Since education growth is basically grov/th in concepts and skills, it
seems self-evident that teachers can never promote theeducative growth
of pupils most effectively until the foUovjing tasks have been performed
as xvell as possible: the identification of the concepts and skills vrhich
are essenti^ to, or consistent xd-th, successful, happy, and social3y
desirable behavior in a democracy . . .
It is the express belief of the investigator that this task has never
t>oen performed at the elementary school level. The author is avjare of the
study completed by Staton at the secondary school level in the field of
lealth education. This xuas a pioneer study and a considerable contribution
bo the field of health education at the secondary school level.
The investigator of the present study is keenly ax'fare of the xirords of
Ihenox'jeth and Selkirk,^ who in their text adequately summarize:
15 Billett, op, cit,, p, I50 .
^ Chenoxveth, L, B,, and Selkirk, T, K,, Scho-jl Health Problems (New
fork, F. S, Crofts, 1946), p. 369.
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1, A jiistification of the problem and
2. One method of selecting facts for health instruction.
They state;,
A nevf examination of the facts nov/ taught needs to be made in order
to see \vhat is omitted that should bo taught
^
to relegate to tiie proper
places those things that are of minor importance and to eliminate the
things that are not true. Some of the things now taught do not have
he .1th value in keeping vdth the prominent place they occupy in teaching
and they further state,
A very different approach lies in the ojnsideration of the subjects
of death and sicicness for the uncovering of materials suitable for
teaching, the causes of death and sicioiess are of major importance to
the health of the nation, ka examination of them should be m-de as a
means of selecting facts to be taught.
The investigator has made use of morbidity and mortality statistics
for the purpose of uncovering information that has real meaning for teaciiing.
The vital statistics clearly point out in no uncertain terms that the
program of safety education must receive more stress at the elementaiy
school level.
In justifying the inclusion of safety material T»d.th that of health it
might be v/ell to suggest here the choice in definitions for the word
disease.
17
According to korbus, "Disease is simply reaction to injury." If vre
accept this definition by the eminent professor of pathology at Duite
Ohiversity we find that traumatic conditions which occm* in accidents may
be truly classified as disease.
Forbus, W.
,
Reaction to Injury (Baltimore V/illiams and 7ilkins Co,
1943), p. 42.
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Grout defines Health lilducation as '’the translation of i/diat is knoisn
about health into desirable individual and comnrunity behavior by means of
A
1 /
the educational process."
If '.V8 accept her definition of the term health education x^e find
three ingredients in the health education pirocess, vjhich are applicable to
the elementary school:
1, Basic haalth concepts
2, Ultimate health goals
3, The educational process
Hint a v;ell organized and executed program of health education at the
elementary school level v/ill bring about desirable changes in behavior is
evident from the conclusions drawn from the publisiied report of the Malden
study,
Given a fair but experimental and critical trial, without any initial
investment of funds from outside sources, health education comreended
itself to the school authorities, teact^rs and parents as a sound
proced’iro, contributing to general education and xTorthy of adoption as a
part of the public school program. In the judgment of physicians and
nurses, health education was a benefit to medical and nursing services.
The program resulted in an in^roveiiBnt of habits, attitudes, and
knowledge
.
threr a period of 20 months, groxrth records vrere carefully and
accurately taken of 273 children under the influence of a reasonable-
intensive health education program and of 202 children in a comparable
control group xTho contributed the usual school program xvithout any ^^.ecial
1 ^ /Grout, it. iS., Health T^eachin.^: in Schools (Philadelphia, W. B.
Saunders Co,, 1948), p. 59#
Turner, C. M,, School Health and Health iikiucation (St, Louis, C.
V. Mosby Co,, 1947), p. l55I
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training in health beyond that previously given.
The rate of gain in height and weight for the children receiving
health education w-s measurably and significantly greater than for those
in the control grot?). More healthful habits of living resulted from
the health education program, produced an improved rate of groiiirbh but
not a fundamental change in the height-weight ratio, 20
O’Neil^ suggests one point of viev; underlj'-ing the school health
program by stating.
Furthermore, since living must include learning, if v/e guide diildren
in healthful living, vto are at the sams time setting up and using a body
of health content on siibject matter vfhich is adequate to meet their heal i
needs. Accordingly, so far as we can, it is essential that vm base our
health curriculum on the actual experiencing of childron, and thus make
health learning an integral part of their every day living in home,
school, and conmunity. Such a program includes, perforce, the gradual
development of a background of scientific knowledge vthich will
rationalize the healthful behavior of the ciiildren as they advance in
maturity.
h
Hiis point of view- of the supervisor of health teaching at the New
York State Depcirtment of Education nocessita-bes cooperative and careful
planning by school, home and community, of a unified twenty-four hour-a-day
program of experiences through which children may live healthfully and grovf
physically, mentally, _nd socially - a program vhich will meet the health
needs of the .hole child.
Ibid, p, 119
^ O'Neil, F, C,, A Guide to the Teaching of Health in the
Elem^tary School (Albany, The University of the State of Hevf York Fress,
1941), p. X4.
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CHAPTEE III
m RESEARCH PROCSDtEE AND TSCmQUES USED
Lofiiical aiiaXysia # For purposes of analysis the study was divided
into two major parts, the inductive phase and the deductive phase.
Inductive Phase. Hie purpose of the inductive phase was to
determine a list of fundamental concepts of health education
that would be of functional value in contributing to the
general education of the elementary school pupils. Tnis
phase of the study had four sub-problems
,
Sub-nroblen (a) - lb select and to determine the important
concepts of health education occurring in thirty-si:-'»:
textbooks desigied for use in the elementary school.
Sub-problem (b) - lb select and to detezmne the important
concepts of health education occurring in fourteen selected
safety text-books designed for use in the elementary school,
Sub-problem (c) - !Do select and to determine imfiortant
concepts of health education for the elementary school
level in thirty-six issues of I^ygeia Magazine.
Sub-problem (d) - To select and to determine important
concepts of health education from an analysis of vital
statistics
.
2. Deductive Phase . The purpose of the deductive phase of the study
was to determine frcci the list secured in the inductive phase
those concepts that are of importance to the elec^ntary school.
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uub-problon - jto dotonaino £roa tho ratingo and
JiidgcscicntG of roprooent'itivo nodical and health autlioritioe
tlio scientific accuracsy of the concepts as dotorsainod in
the InductiTo phase,
:.~?ub-»probl0a (^) - !Ib dotermino fi*on tin© ratings and judgnemte
of representative liealth and olomontary ocliool spociallsts,
¥jhich C'oncorjts contained in tli© dcidvod list oro esoontial
and suitable as fujidaxaental conoepto for hoaltli instruction
at the olomentaz’y school level*
llGsearch I rocoduro
1# Ihductlvo PhrioQ,
Sub~problar. - The emtont of thirt^-siri oarrmt aiad
authorlt.atiVQ health tQ:cta dQel0^od for use at the elonentary
school level uas road and analysed for statements of basic
concepts of health education, Ihe textboolcs v?sro selected on
the basis of the follicwing (sciter^.a:
1, l)^ to date
2, luthoritativo
3, i'art of a seideo
In order to satisfy the first critoric^, the taictbook caist
havo been m*itten since 1940* In order to aatisfy the second
<ad.terion tlw tecetbook esust havo boon written by a violl-katn'^a
author^ nust not have been a first pi’J&licaticsrif, and jaust havo
been publishod by a roliablo publisliing coepany* In
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of books for Grades I through VI.
Hie criteria established for the identific tion of health concepts
are basically the same as used by various investigators of principles in
the field of science education. This particular list represents the product
of the Seminar in Science Education at the Boston L&iiversity School of
Education. Criteria used for selection of a concept of health education
include;
1. Must be a conqprehensive generalisation or a part of a compre-
hensive generalization.
2. Must not be a definition,
3. Must be true without exceptions within the limitations specifi-
cally stated,
4. Must be stated definitely and/or may be implied in the svritings
of the author,
5. Must not deal v/ith specific substances.
The following textbooks having satisfactorily met the stated criteria^
were used as one fundamental source for the identification of and determina-
tion of health concepts.
Safe and Healthy living Series ; Andres, J, M.
,
Goldberger, I, H.,
Dolch, Marguerite, and Hallock, Grace, Ginn and Co., 1945 aBoston
Title ;
Spic and Span
The Health Parade
Growing Big and Strong
Safety Every Day
Doing your Best for Health
Building Good Health
Health of Our Nation Series ; Brcn-nell, C.I.
,
and /Jilliams, J.F.,
iUnerican Book Co,, Mey/ York, 1942.
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Title ;
.'fell and Happy
Clean and Strong
Fit and Ready
Safe and Sound
Hale and Hearty
Active and Alert
New Health and Groirbh Series ; Charters, W.ir/.
,
Scniley, D,F., and
Strang, Ruth, Sie Macllillan Co,, Neyf York, 1941*
Title ;
.111 Through the Day-
Through the Year
Health Secrets
Healthful tllays
Lets be Healthy
Habits Kealtiiful and Safe
ffealth-Iiaopiness-Success Series ; In'dn, Leslie W,
,
Tuttle, 7/.V/,
,
and DoKolver Caroline, I^j-ons and Carnahan, Cliicago, 1947.
Title ;
Avake and Away
Growing Day by Day
Keeping Fit for Fun
Burkand, iY.A*, Cliambers, R*L,, and Maroney, F.A.
,
C’nicago, 1946*
mie:
Building for Good Health
Good Health is Fun
Your Health and Happiness
Health
.
Safety
.
Growth Series ; Turner, C,£,, and Colleagues;
D,C. Heath Co., Boston, 19iil*
Title ;
Growing Up
Keeping Safe and Well
Gaining Health
Cleanliness and Health Protection
Working for Corarnunity Health
Building Ilealtliy Bodies
American Health Series ; Wilson, G.C,, Baker, C.B,, Abbot, P.J.,
Almack, J, C., Bobbs-^errill Co,, N, Y., 1943.
Title:

Our Good Health
HscLltlTy and Happy
Svoryday liealth
Health at ilome and School
Health at Work and Play
Gra.Ting Healthful]^’-
The investigator made a very careful page by page analysis of the
health textbooks evaluating each concept identified in terms of the stated
criteria* Each concept was placed on an individual card mth a notation
as to exact source* Each textbook was also analyzed for teaching guides
and for possible information relative to the gradation of material.
Sub-problem (b)- The content of fourteen current and authoritative
safety texts designed for use at the elementary school level were
read and analyzed for statements of basic concepts of health
education. The some criteria previously established and stated
were used for the safety texts. The following textbooks having
satisfactorily mot the stated criteria, were usod as a second
fundamental source for the identification and determination of
health concepts.
The Road to Safety Series: Buckley, H. M*, ^Ite, Margaret L.,
Adams, Alice !b'*, and' S'ilvernale, L. R«, American Book Co.,
Boston, 1942.
Title :
Away Wo Co (Book A)
Happy Times (Book B)
In Storm and Sunshine (Book C)
In Town and Country
Here and There
Around the Year
^?ho Travels There
The Safety Sam Series : Bartrug, C. M.
,
Webster Publishing Co.,
St. Louis, 1943.
Title ;
Meet Safety Sam

Safety Sam*s Friends
Orowlru; Up with Safety Sam
Tips from Safety Sam
Growing VTlse with Safety Sam
Playing Safe with Safety Sam
The investigator made a very onreful page by page analysis of the
safety textbooks evaluating each eonoept identified in terns of the stated
criteria* The concept was then placed on an individual index card with a
notation as to exact source* Each textbook was also analyzed for teaching
guides and for information relative to the possible gradation of material*
Sub»problem (c) - The content of thirty-six issues of Hygela^ 1946-
1948, woro read end analyzed for concepts of health education
applicable to the elementary school level* The sane criteria were
applied and the same tabulation procedure followed* The purpose
of this analysis was to uncover any current concepts that may have
been based on research more recant than that contained in the
textbooks*
Sub-problem (^) - The fourth source of information for the Identifi-
cation and determination of basic concepts of health education was
vital statistics* This source was liandled last, in order to
prevent any possible bias in the selection of concepts* The source
of vital statistics was the Federal Security Agency, United States
Public Health Service, National Office of Vital Statistics,
Washington, D.C* The investigator analyzed vital statistics for
the three year period of 1945-1947* The age span of 5-14 wqs used
and is representative of the elementary school level* The
following table tabu Ir tea the five leading killers of children for
c
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T/IBLS III
FIVE L3/J)ING CAUSES OF DEATH IN CHILDREN 5-14
(For 1945-1947)^
1947 1946 1945
5-04 5-04 5-04
Hecidents Accidents Accidents
Uotor Vehicle Accidents Motor Vehicle Accidents Motor Vehicle Accidents
Pneumonia and Influenza I^eumonia and Influenza Pneumonia and Influenza
blseases of Heart Diseases of Heart Diseases of Heart
Tuberculosis Tuberculosis Tuberculosis
^ National Office of Vital Statistics s Federal Security Agency
(liiited States Public Health Service),

the three year span 1945-1947
26
In analyzing the data in lable III the first five causes of death in
children 5-14 were found to be consistent, ihe other leading causes of
death in children of this age included cancer and malignant tumors,
appendicitis, poliomyelitis, nephritis Jid diphtheria. Appendicitis was the
sixth leading cause of death in children 5-14 in 1945
^
but in 1946 it dropped
to the new low of tenth on the list. Ihis may be explained in part by the
advent of certain drugs on the market late in 1945* Ibe sulfonamide
compounds and penicillium proved to be effective against peritonitis vdiich
accounted for so many deaths in children prior to this tin©, poliomyelitis
is a disease whoso etiology and epidemiology is not as yet completely
understood* Hence the incident of polionyelitis among school children varies
from year to year. Nephritis is a condition that rates about eighth on the
list of children-killers. It is a disease brought about by the presence of
irritants in the blood which affect the kidneys. Hiis condition may be
secondary to streptococcal infections which lead the causes in morbidity for
children of this age, iiheumatic fever of childhood origin is responsible
for a major portion of mortality from he;irt disease in the early and middle
adult ye .rs. Ithough the cause of rheumatic fever is yet to oe definitely
established, the early detection and more adequate treatment of cases will
undoubtedly further reduce the toll of death and disability,
A number of diseases which have come under control as causes of death
are still important as causes of morbidity. ‘Xhis reflects the fact that,
in general, far more has been accomplished in successfully treating than in
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preventing diseases among children. Thus the common communicable diseases
of childhood, such as, whooping cough, mumps, chicken pox, scarlet fever,
diphtheria and the respiratory diseases play a large role among the causes oj
morbidity.
Active immunization against diphtheria prevents not only the disease,
but also those complications and associated conditions with which diphtheria
has been associated, including acute nyocarditis, nervous lesions, nephritis,
and acute otitis me(fi.a. Hoyne2 states that the only certain ma/cis of
eliminating mortality in diphtheria is prevention of the disease and that
remarkable success, even in large cities, in stamping out diphtheria is
possible when a plan of immunization is well organized and energetically
directed. Concurrently Ramon^ observes that v^henever the generalized
application of diphtheria toxoid has been correctly and judiciously used in
a large number of persons, a considerable reduction in the morbidity and
mortality caused by diphtheria has resulted.
Although the immediate mortality fx^m measles is extremely loiv, the
severity of the complications among hospitalized cases is well known. Those
who have studied the effects in later life of severe attacks of measles in
childhood are unanimous in the belief that much adult ill health is
attributable to this disease. Broncho-pneumonia, lobar-pneumonia, and
influenzal pneumonia are relatively common in infants and young children
following measles.
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2 Hoyne, A. L.
,
M, Clin: North America (Chicago Number), January 1947
j
p. 6l.
^ Hamon, G.
.
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Although influenza in itself is not necessarily a fatal disease, it
leaves its victims so debilitated that they contract intercurrent infections,
usually pneumonia,^
A number of studies^ have demonstrated that immunization with influenz
virus vaccine affords a better than three to one chance of protacticn for a
period of several months against the two most prevalent types of influenza.
Although the direct mortality in children from vdiooping cough is not
high, about 25^ of infants under six months of age who contract this disease
succ’irab,^ the incident of bi-oncho-pneunionia associated with, or as a
complication of pertussis averaged 47.67a for a ten year period at the Herman
Keeler Hospital, Detroit. Other compile itions that occur virith considerable
frequency are acute otitis media, albuminuria, and inyocardial insufficiency.
Children who are constantly contaminating their minor in.^uries with
soil, should be fully protected against tetanus by means of toxoid
iiOBisiization* odsall® warns that even under the conditions of western
civilization in peacetime the possibility of the occurrence of tetanus
baoiUus is frequently found in the dirt of city street, and that the
possibility of infection with this organism is ever-present,
^ Cover, M., Hublic Health Report (58:1033;, July 1943.
5 Frances, T,, Jr,, American J ournal of Hygiene (42:1), July 1945.
6 lapin, J, H., t^hooping Gou^h (Charles C, Thomas, Springfield,
Illinois, 1943), p. 17.
IPb, F. H., Handbook of Communicable Diseases (St, Louis C. V, Mosby
Co., 1941)
® Edsall, G,, Mew England lied
. (235:256), August 22, 1946,
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The National Health Survey^ showed that at ages 5*"9, of the illnesses
which list a week or more the common diseases of childhood account for more
[than half, ijid the acute respiratory diseases for slightly more tiian oae
fifth of the total; the two combined thus being responsible for about three
fourths of the illnesses of long duration. At ages 10-14 these two groups of
diseases are responsible for almost 30 per cent of the total. Accidents and
chronic conditions, on the other hand, are of less consequence in the
morbidity than in the mortality record.
Because the incident of accidents rated consistently highest in the
list of id.llers of children, the investigator went to yet another soui ce for
further facts and analyzed the findings of the .National Safety Council for a
period of eight years. "Accident Facts" the official publication of the
National Safety Council indicated that in 1948 some 355^ of the student acci-
dents occurred under the jurisqiotion of the school. That of the school
accidents 26 /S» occurred in the school buildings, 22% on the school grounds,
and 7% going to and from school, uf the non-school accd.dents 13% occurred
in the home and over 27% in public places. In analyzing the specific causes
of these accidents it was well established that of the accidents that occurre<.
in the school buildings the fo3JLowing were most significant: the gymnasium,
dressing rooms, sho\Ters, the vocational shops, classrooms, st?airs, corridors,
laboratories. For accidents on the school groinds the following items
constitute the major hazards: baseball, soccer, track, apparatus, falls, and
9 flritter, it, M,, Collins, S. D,, and Fitzgerald, «J. d,, boms Gener il
Findings as to Disease , Accidents , and Impairments in Urban Areas , ihe
National Health Survey, rublic Health Hearts ('Washington, D, C., Vol, 55j
No. 11, 1940.)
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unorganized activity in general. Motor vehicle accidents were most signifi-
cant in the item of going to and from school. For accidents that occurred
in the home falls, bums, scratches, explosions, cuts, and poisons were
important. Other hazards included the streets and sidei,mlks, bicycle riding
and s^vimming. Hie following tables "will adequately summarize student
accidents by type and grade from 1940-194B.
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TABIfi IV
STUDMT ACCIDENTS BY TYPE MD (21ADE
For 1940-1941^®
ELQyili^NTimY SCHOOL
LOCATION 1 2 3 4 5 6 ll
Total 1,407 1,591 1,722 2,140 2,249 2,596
;
School Buildings 147 104 152 200 281 286 :
School Grounds 207 260 268 370 378 463 l[
Going to and from School 160 154 137 142 160 155
Home Accidents 520 534 586 639 623 595 !
Other Accidents 373 534 579 789 807 782 ,
SC.C0NDARY SQiOOL
'
.|
1
LOCATION 7 8 9 10 11
'1
12
ll
Total 2,596 2,315 2,461 1,781 1,396 1,022 n
ll
School Buildings 623 617 780 536 415 291 ij
School Grounds 430 333 362 330 277 221 1!
Going to and from School 157 137 120 104 58 39 1
Home Accidents 564 435 396 284 234 152
1
Other Accidents 822 793 803 527 412 319
..... ^
10 Sources Reports for nine months (September^ 1940 - March, 1941)“(
plus April and May, 1940, to complete a nine-month school year) from school i
systems with an average enrollment of 866,000, Accidents included are those
requiring a Doctor’s attention or causing absence of one-half day or more.
Tliis information is used vdth permission of the Editor of Accident Facts,
National Safety Council, ji
ii
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TABLE V
STUDENT ACCIDENTS BY TYPE AI€) GRADES
For 1941-19421^
ELfc2>iSNTAia SCHOOL
LOCATION 1 2 3 4 5 6
Total 5S7 616 707 820 933 1,004
School Buildings 45 45 57 73 100 129
'School Grounds 100 105 no 152 169 197
1
Going to or from School 68 47 63 54 62 72
Home Accidents 202 215 223 242 263 236
Other Accidents 172 204 254 301 339 370
i
*
SECONDARY SCHOOL
! LOCATION 7 8 9 10 n 12
Ttotal 987 1,004 703 550 i^5~
School Buildings 239 246 302 219 160 134
School Grounds 160 160 158 n7 94 86
Going to or from School 58 61 51 26 26 24
Home Accidents 217 164 171 108 87 55
Other Accidents 370 356 322 233 183 166
1
H Soiirce: Based on reports of 26,282 accidents for nine months
(September, 1941 - ife.rch, 1942 plus April and liay 1941> to complete a nine-
month school year) from school systems mth an average enrollment of 1,004^000
I
Accidents are those requiring a Doctor’s attention or causing absence of
;
one-half day or xnore.
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TABLE VI
STUDENT ACCIDENTS BY TYPE AND GflADE
For 1942-1943
^^
ELEMI^iNTAfiY SCHOOL
K)CATION 1 2 3 4 5 6
Total 1005^ 100?^ 1005^ 100? lo^ 10^
School Buildings 8.5 8.2 10.2 10.7 12.3 33.7
School Groimds 15.6 15.2 18.8 13.7 IB.O 17.9
Going to or from School 12.7 10.3 9.4 7.8 7.4 7.3
Home Accidents 37.8 36.9 32.9 28.6 28.8 27.4
Other Accidents 25.4 29.4 28.7 34.2 33.5 34.7
SECOND/uiY SCHOOL
LOCATION 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total 1005^ 100^ loo^ 100? ioo?"
School Buildings 25.9 27.8 34.1 31.7 32.1 31.5
School Grounds 12.3 13.7 12.7 13.2 18.2 18.6
Going to or from School 7.2 6.2 6.1 4.9 6.5 5.5
Home Accidents 21.1 20.7 17.3 19.1 15.6 16.2
Other Accidents 33.5 31.6 29.8 31.1 27.8 28.2
12
Source: Based on reports of 19,718 accidents for nine months
(September, 1942 - March 1943 plus /ipril and May, 1942, to complete a nine-
month school year) from school systems viith an average enrollment of 936, CXX),
Accidents included are those requiring Doctor’s attention or causing absence
of one-half day or more.

[TABLE VII
STUDENT ACCIDENTS BT TIPS AND GRADE
For 1943-1944^
ELiaiSNTARY SCHOOL
LOCATION 1 2 3 4 5
'1
6
Total ' lOOjS loa/o 10^; 100% loo^ 100^
School Buildings 10.6 12.4 11.8 13.5 14.5 16.5
School Grounds 19.7 21.5 21.0 23.6 22.4 23.5
Going to or from School 15.1 11,6 10.4 9.7 7.5 8.1
Home Accidents 29.8 24.8 25.4 21,4 22.2 19.5
Other Accidents 24.8 29.7 31.4 31.8 33.4 32,4
SECONDARY SCHOOL
LOCATION 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total ' 100^ 100% ioo^ 100% 100% 100^
School Buildings 28.6 33.4 37.2 32.2 31.8 32.0
School Grounds 16,0 14.8 14.0 17.0 24.3 25.2
Going to or from School 7.0 5.0 5.1 5.5 4.4 3.7
Home Accidents 17.0 14.0 13.3 15.8 11.0 11.5
Other Accidents 31.4 32.8 30.4 29.5 28.5 27.6
Source; Based on reports of 16,618 accidents for nine months
(September, 1943 - March, 1944 plus April and May of 1943 , to complete nine-
month school year) from School systems with an average enrollment of 952,082.
Accidents included are those reuiring a doctor’s attention or cai;ising absence
of one-half day or more.
nidi . , - -
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TABI£ VIII
STUDMT ACCIDENTS BI TTPE /y® GRADE
For 1944-1945^^
ELEMENTARY SCHUOL
;
LOCATION 1 2 3 4 5 6
Total 100?S 1005& 100^ lOC^ looST
School Buildihgs 28.1 29.0 36.5 34.0 31.0 32.4
School Grounds 19.8 19.5 20.8 20.4 19.4 22.9
Going to or from School 12.7 11.5 8.3 9.2 8.7 7.6
Home Accidents 33.5 30.7 32.6 28.0 27.3 22.3
Other Accidents 23.9 26.0 28.9 30.4 33.3 32.3
SECONDAIiY SCHOOL
LOCATION 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total 100^ 10036 ioo^ 100^ IDO^ 100^
'
School Buildings 28.1 29.0 36.5 34.0 31.0 32.4
School Grounds 15.5 14.4 15.0 16.2 21.7 28.0
Going to or from School 6.1 7.0 4.5 4.6 3.4 4.0
Home Accidents 21.8 18.2 16.3 15.8 15.5 10.6
Other Accidents 28.5 31.4 27.2 29.4 28.4 25.0
' 34
Source: Based on reports of 19,626 accidents for nine mcmths (Sept,_>
^44-March, 1945 plus April and May of 1944 to complete a nine-month school
frotr school system vdth an average enrollment of 911,094* Accidents
included are those requiring a doctor's attention or causing absence of one-
half day or more.
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TABLE IX
1 STUDijNT ACCIDENTS 31 TIPS AND GRADE
'
I For 1945-1946^^
J ELEvIEMTARY SCHOOL
LOCATION 1 2 3 4 5 6
Tbtal lOOJi 100% 100% lOO^ 100/i. 100^
School Building 11J+ 11.5 11,0 13.4 12.1 15.8
ScliDol Grounds 22.7 22.0 21.0 22.1 24.5 23.4
Going to and from school 12.2 9.6 10.8 7.6 6.6 6.3
Home accidents 29.9 28.2 26.9 25.9 22.9 21.6
Other accidents 23.8 28.7 30.3 31.0 33.9 32.9
SECONDAin: SCHOOL
LOCATION 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total 100^ 100% 100% 100% 100^
School Buildings 29.9 31.4 40.4 38.4 35.4 34.8
School Grounds 15.2 17.3 15.7 17.4 24.2 27.3
Going to or from school 4.4 4.8 3.4 3.1 3.4 3.5
Home Accidents 18.9 15.2 23.1 12.4 9.8 7.0
Other Accidents 31.6 31.3 27.4 28.7 27.2 27.4
15 Source: Based on reports cf 17,490 accidents for nine months
(September, 1945 to March, 1946, plus April and May of 1945 to complete a
nine-month school year; from school systems with an average enrollment of
907,228, Accidents included are those requiring a doctor's attention or
causing absence of one-half day or more.
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TABI£ X
STUDENT ACCIDENTS BT TYPE AND GRADE
For 1946-1947^^
BLEtMJTiUlY SCHOOL
LOCATIdl 1 2 3 4 5 6
Ibtal 100^ 10® lOO/o 10® 100^ 100%
School Building 10.4 9.5 10.0 12.1 15.0 16,1
School Grounds 18.7 22.6 21.9 22.0 22.3 21.3
Going to or from Scliool 04.1 10.6 S.S 8.9 8,0 7.3
Home /iccidents 32.6 31.4 30.1 24.4 22.5 22.6
Other Accidents 24.2 25.9 29.2 32.6 32.2 32.7
SECONDARY SCHOOL
LoanoN 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total 10® 10® 100% 100% 100; 5 100%
School Building 27.4 33.3 37.8 41.0 37.4 33.7
Sciwol Grounds 16.2 18.1 19.1 19.4 22.4 30.0
Going to or from School 5.5 5.2 4.0 4.5 4.3 3.8
Home Accidents 21.5 16.6 13.2 11.9 10.9 7.4
Other Accidents 29.4 26.8 25.9 23.2 25.0 25.1
^ Source: Based on reports of 15,712 accidents for nine months
(September 1946-March 1947^ plus April and May of 1946 to complete a nine
month school year) from school system T,uith an average enrollment of 762,369.
Accidents included are those requiring a doctor’s attention or causing
absence of one-half day or more.

TABLii XI
STUDMT ACCIDENTS BT TTPE AND GRADE
For 1947-194817
BLEIENTARY SCHOOL
LOCATION 1 2 3 4 5 6
Total 100/.J loa; 100% lOO^ 100% looiT
School Building 12.0 9.0 9.6 12.9 14.3 15.6
School Grounds 21.2 21.
S
24*8 23.4 24.7 24.4
Going to or from school li{.4 12.2 8.7 8.6 8.6 8.3
Home Accidents 29.5 28.5 23.5 23.2 20.0 20.5
Otlter Accidents 22.9 28.5 28,4 31.9 32.4 31.4
SECOND/iHY SCHOOL
LOCATION 7 8 9 10 11 12
Total 100?2 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
School BuJ-lding 33.4 31.9 40.3 40.5 38.9 39.0
ScliDol Grounds 16.7 19.9 18.4 20.1 25.0 29,8
C-oing to and from school 6.3 4*8 4.1 4.8 3.5 3,1
Home accidents 15.7 14-.3 11.8 9.9 9.7 6.0
Other accidents 27.9 29.1 25.4 24.7 22.9 22.1
17 Source; Based on refx>rts of 15,145 accidents for nine laonths
(Septexaber 1947-March, 1948, plus April and May of 1947 to complete a nine
month school year) from school systems viith an average enrollment of 743^793*
Accidents included are those requiring a doctor’s attention or causing
absence of one-half day or more.
i

In cihecking this body of information for significant items it
becomes increasingly apparent that there are certain very definite values
emerging from the facts that have meaning for teaching at the elementary
school level.
The figures for a period of ei^t years show that there is a steady
increase in accidents in school buildings progressively grades I-VI, This
can be explained by reference to the fact that vocational shops, gymnasiums
and laboratories are used more frequently at the upper levels. Because this
is true, it is suggested that safety education in respect to this area
receive increased attention at the upper grade levels,
i^other significant fact is that the incident of home accidents
increases up to grade four and then decreases through grade twelve.
If \ie assume this to be correct on the basis of the facts, then it
may be significant for teaching at the primary grade level. It is also
apparent that the incident of accidents in going to and from school increase!
up to grade four and then sharply decreases. This suggests once again tliat
grade four may be a pivotal spot for teaching safety material.
In general, accidents increase steadily from grad© one through grade
six, reach a plateau at grade seven, and then decline steadily through grade
twelve. This may suggest that safety education should be included as major
par*t of health instruction at the elementary school level,
/ifter analyzing all pertinent information relative to accidents, an
overall check list vias created. This list not only contained significant
items in regard to safety, but also the most sigiificant items established
in analysis of the mortality and morbidity statistics. Bach important
,1:
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disease was analyzed in order to establish etiology, portals of entry and
exit, and means of prevention and control. The foUoTiring check list was
used to check concepts, alread^-^ identified and determined, against the
significant items revealed in the vital statistics.
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TAJ3I^ XII
CHECK LIST OF SAFETT AND HS^lLra FACTS
(Based on Anal;5rsis of Accident Facts and Vital Statistics)
tm Accidents
1. Accidents in school buildings occur chiefly in the gyinnasiuEi,
vocational shops
^
laboratories, and on the stairs,
2. Baseball, soccer, track, falls, and apparatus cause the juDst
accidents on school grounds.
3. Incident of accidents going to and from school lessened by an
understanding of the meaning of traffic signals and rules, and
learning the safe isay to cross an unguarded comer,
4. Learning safety precautions at home 5 keeping toys and clothing off
stairs and away from places vjhere people might fall over them.
Learning safety precautions with fire and at play,
5. Appreciating the importance of seeking attention for even minor
cuts and abrasions,
6. Safety precautions when swimming.
7. Safety precautions concerning poisons,
Q. Pneumonia and Influenza
8. Pneumonia and influenza patients isolated and contacts restricted.
9. Nasal spray of patients prevented from ODntacting others.
10, General precautions for pneumonia: avoid overcrov/ding, avoid
droplet infection, avoid conditions tvhich Icrwer body resistance.
11, Pneumonia may be complicated by measles, influenza, whooping cough.
12, Pixposure to cold may lead to pneumonia.
13* Influenza may result in chronic middle ear infection.
E[I* Heart
14. Rheumatic fever an infectious disease.
15. Heart disease may be complication of scarlet fever, influenza,
septic soi^ throat, diphtlieria.
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TilBIE XII (Continued)
CH3CK LIST OF SAFETT AND HEALTH FACTS
(Based on Analysis of Accident Facts and Vital Statistics)
16. Children with rheumatic heart exhibit murmurs.
17. School program modified to meet needs of cliild with rheumatic
heart.
IV. Tuberculosis
18. Spitting spreads tuberculosis.
19. Hankorchief prevents spread of germs.
20. Pasteurized milk helps to prevent spread of tuberculosis.
21. Tuberculosis patient needs air, rest, and sunlight.
22. Patch test useful in dia^osing tuberculosis.
23. X-ray useful in diagnosing tuberculosis.
24. General conditions which lower resistance to tuberculosis:
dissipation, unsanitary living conditions, lack of sunshine,
lack of fresh air, nseasles, vfhooping cough, typhoid fever.
25. Children c(Xitact tuberculosis by exposure.
26. Diet inportant both in the prevention and treatment of tuberculos^i
27. Children may shovf no symptoms of illness.
V. Cancer
28. Cause of cancer unknoxvn.
29. Cancer is not hereditary, or contagious.
30. Three accepted treatments for cancer.
VI. Appendicitis
31. Appendicitis caused by bacteria and fecal concretions.
32. Incident of appendicitis decreases xvith the advent of sulfa-drugs
and penicilHivn.
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TABLE XII (Continued)
CH3CK LIST OF SAFSTT iUJO HEALTH FACTS
(Based on Analysis of Accident Facts and Vital Statistics)
33* Constipation one symptom of appendicitis.
34* Pain one objective sign of appetidicitis
.
35* Sudden loss of appetite a possible sign of appendicitis.
VII. Poliomyelitis
36. Isolation necessary for prevention and control of polioiiyelitis.
37* Contacts minimized during epidemic.
38. Possibly spread by secretions, insect vectors, vjater, milk, food.
VIII. Nephritis
39. Nephritis due to irritants.
40. Nephritis often a secondars'’ infection of diphtheria and
streptococcal conditions.
IX. Diphtheria
41. Diphtheria a specific infectious disease.
42. Isolation one means of prevention and cont2?ol.
43. Respiratory system chief poi’tal of entry and exit for causative
agents.
44. Diphtheria carriers exist.
45* Shick test diagnostic in nature.
46. Vaccination effective means of prevention.
47. Toxin-santitcodn — a specific adult vaccine.
48. Toxoid used for establishing active immunity in children.
49. Diphtheria serum useful for its curative values.
50. Successful immunization for diphtheria.
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TABLE XII (Continued)
CHECK LIST OF SAFETT AHD HEALTH FACTS
(Based on /uial^sis of Accident Facts and Vital Statistics)
51. OvercmTding spreads the disease.
52. Discharges from nose and mouth spread disease.
53. Syu^toms include: fever, sore throat, and sivelling in the neck.
X, Measles
54. Caused by virus.
55. Portals of entry and exit the nose and mouth.
56. Symptoms include; fever, sneeaihg, cough, ’’running" nose and
eyes, Koplik spots, and skin lesions.
57. Prevention via inmunization.
XI. Scarlet Fever
58. Caused by bacteria.
59. Spread by discharges from mouth and nose.
60. Siyn^toms include: tenperature, sor^ throat, and vomiting.
61. Patients and contacts isolated.
62. Immunization via antitoxin.
XII. Chicken Pox
63. Probable cause, filterable virus.
64. Characterized by emanation from the mouth.
65. Lesions include surface eriptions.
66. Prevention of infection from scratching.
XHI. ilumps
67. Probable cause, virus.
'
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TABIE XII (Continued)
CHECK nST OF SAFETI AIJD HEALTH FACTS
(Based on Analysis of Accident Facts and Vital Statistics)
68, Discharge from mouth,
69, Slight fever, sy^elli.ng about ears.
XIX. vyhooping cough
70, Caused by bacteria,
71, Discharge from mouth or nose, Sheezing or spitting.
72, Vaccination prevents whooping cough,
XX, Cerebrospinal Meningitis
73* Caused by bacteria,
74. Discharge from, nose and mouth,
75. Fever, headache, vomiting, stiff neck,
76. Injection of antimeningococcus.
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2* Deductive Phase
Sub-problem (a) - The organised list of classified concepts was
then submitted to a selected consaittee of health and medical
authorities iidio judged the concepts for scientific accuracy.
In order to meet this criterion, the concepts must have been
consistent ’.Tith current and accepted medical knovdedge and
research. It was felt necessary to validate these concepts
by this method because of the intricate nature of the health
material and vital statistics reviewed. Another purpose was
served by this method in that all concepts could be presumed
accurate and correct before reliability for teaching at the
elementary school level was established.
The committee consisted of five members and included:
1. Public Health Specialist
2. Health Education Specialist
3. Pathologist
4. Pediatrician
5. School Physician
1 Dr. David L. Belding, Professor of Bacteriology and Experimental
Pathology, Boston Ifeiiversity School of Medicine.
2 Dr. ieslie W. Irwin, Professor of Health and Physical Education,
Boston University School of Education
^ Dr. Robert P. MacGate, Associate Professor of Pathology, University
of Illinois, College of Medicine
^ Dr. A. D. Bloomenthal, Pediatrician and Obstetrician, Staff Member
Waltham Hospital
5 Dr. Charles Berger, School Physician, «,!uincy Public Schools
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The pat iK)legist was included as a meiinber of the committee becaus i
he is a specialist in the cause and nature of disease and the
investigator dealt i,ti.th the etiology of disease in determining
health concepts. In order to meet the requirements of this
position the pathologist must possess the degree of Doctor of
Liedicine and be a mei^iber of a National Board in Pathology,
The pediatrician was included as a member of the committee
because he is a specialist in diseases of cliildren. In order to
r;.eet the requirements of this position the pediatrician must
possess the degree of Doctor of Medicine and be a member of a
National B^ard in Pediatrics,
The Health Education specialist v/as included as a meirfeer of the
committee because he is a specialist in school health education.
In order to meet the requirements of this position the health
specialist must possess the degree of Doctor of Philosophy and
be a qualified health specialist.
The public health specialist was included as a member of the
coiamittee because he is a specialist in vital statistics and
community health. Criteria for selection of a public health
specialist included possession of a doctorate in public health
or equiv^ent degree and pabllc health experience.
The school physician was fjicluded as a member of the coKimittee
because he is a constant vdtness of health service. Criteria foj'
selection of a school physician included possession of the degree
of Doctor of Medicine and ten years of experience as a school
pliysician
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Sub-problea (b) - On the basis of the findings of the first
evaluating coaraittee, the concepts were presuaed to be correct
scientifically and consistent with current and accepted medical
kno’wledge and research. These concepts we 2!*e then submitted to
two independent juries of experts who wei^e asked to rate the
concepts as to their suitability as fundamental concepts for
health education at the elementary school level. The
conmittees or juries consisted of;^
1. Health Subject Matter Specialist.
2. Specialist in Child Growth and Development.
3. Safety Education Specialist.
4. Health Supervisor.
5. Health Teacher,
Jury 1
^ 1. Dr. Laurence B, Chenovreth, Director of Student's Health Service,
University of Cincinnati, Co-author of "School Health Problems,"
2. Dr, G. Laurence Rarick, Associate Professor of Education, Boston
l&iiversity School of Education.
3. Mr. C, M. Bartrug. Superintendent of Schools, Falls, Iowa,
Author of "Safety Sam Series."
4. Miss Grace D, Keenan, Supervisor of Health Education, Brockton
School Department.
5. Miss Jean V, latimer. Teacher Training Coordinator of Health
Education, Massachusetts Department of Public Health.
Jury 2
1. Dr, H, F, Kilander, Assistant Specialist for Health Education,
Office of Education, Federal Security Agency, V»iashington, D.C.
2. Dr, Abigail A, Eliot, Director of Nurseiy Training School of
Boston, Instructor of Child Psychology, Boston University School of Education
3. Dr. Frederick A, Meier, Department of Science and Health Educa-
tion, State Teachers College, Bridgewater.
4. Mr. Edr/ard Jail, Director of Health and Safety Education, Boston
Public Schools.
5. Dr. Hazel B, Mileham, Supervisor of Training, State Teachers
College, North Adams.
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Criteria for selection of the health subject matter
specialists included possession of a doctorate, pi;iblication
of a textbook in health, and adequate teaching experience.
Criteria for selection of the child growth and development
specialists included, possession of a doctorate, publication
of a textbook in health, and adequate teaching experience,
and research in child growth.
Criteria for selection of the safety edua^tion specialists
included possession of a masters' degree, adequate teaching
experience, and experience in safety education. Criteria for
selection of the health supervisor included possession of a
masters' degree, adequate teaching experience, holds a
competent supervisory position. Criteria for selection of a
health teacher included possession of a masters' degree,
adequate teaching experience, and holds a reputable position
in the area of teacher training.
The specialists were instructed to rate each concept in stric .
accordance vrith the stated criterion according to tlie follov/-
ing scales
1. Not at all suited
2. Poorty suited
3. Neither vrell nor poorly suited
4. 4ell suited
5. Ideally suited
In order to meet rating number five in the list the concept
must be ideally suited as a fundamental concept of health
education at the elementary school level. To rate the
discrete number of "five" qualitatively the concept must
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ideally suit both the health needs and interests of the !!
elementary school pupil. Four represents a concept that
j
adequateily suits the health needs of pupils without satisfyingj
the interests of the pupil. Three represents a concept that '
II
adequately suits the health interests of pupils without
|
]i
satisfying the health needs of the pupil. Two represents
|
the concept thi; does not adequately meet either the health
j
needs or interests of the pupil. One represents a concept
that is not at all suitable for teaching purposes at the
elementary school level.

CH/\PTj3R IV
THE FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
Validation of the Findin^^s . At this point in the study two questions
arise: are the concepts of health education identified by the investigator
scientifically accurate and consistent xvith current and accepted medical
knowledge and research? and, what is the relative value of the concepts for
teaching purposes at the elementary school level?
In order to answer these two important and challenging questions,
organized lists of the identified health concepts were submitted to three
independent juries of selected experts.
In bidef review tiie first jury consisted of five health and medical
j
autliorities who judged the concepts for accuracy of information. The concepti^
were accepted as being accurate by this jury if they v/ere consistent vdth
current and accepted medical knowledge and research.
The jury consisted of the following members:
j
I
1. Pathologist
2. Pediatrician
3. Health Education Specialist
4« Public Health Specialist
5 , School ci-an
It vsras believed necessai^' to validate the ccaicepts by this method
because of the intricate nature of the health information and vital statisticjii
reviewed by the investigator. The members of this jury had only one task to '
perform; to judge each and every concept according to the one stated criterioi^
and to correct any discrepancies noted. Because the jury consisted of autho-*
pities from related, but nevertheless individual areas, unanimity of response
|
bo each concept by all
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juiy meiabers was not required nor indeed expected,
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On the basis of the findings of the first jurj of iriedical and health
authorities, the investigator assumed th-^t the first question had been
|
answered and that the concepts vjere scientifically accurate and consistent
I
li
with current and accepted medical knovfledge and research,
j
|l
The lists of health caicepts were then submitted to two independent Ij
juries of seledted subject matter and elementaiy school specialists, v/ho
||
v/ere asked to answer the sebond questicn by rating each concept as to its
!j
suitability as a fundamental concept for health education at the elementary
school level.
Both juries worked independently and consisted of five comparable
Bead>«r8:
1, Subject matter specialist
i
2, Child Growth and Development Specialist
3 , Safety ilducation
4* Health Si^i*visor
5, Health Teacher
A five point scale was devised by the investigator and each jury
eaber ¥ras instructed to rate each and every concept appearing on the list
|
I,
with a discrete number of one to five, in strict accordance with thestated
j;
criterion. The ratings of each concept by members of each jury were tabulate(|
1
on index cards and also on a lairge work sheet. The mode, mean, and median
wwrw found for each concept by each jury and appear in the APPilNDIX, In
order to be more precise in answering the second question "what is the
relative value of the coricepts for teaching purposes at the elementary school
|
loTOl?,"it was deemed necessary to list the concepts of health education in
rank-order.
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The median was selected as the measure of central tendency in an
attempt to provide a typical score for arranging the concepts in rank-order.
One of the advantages of the median is that it is not affected by tiie extreme
variants which do affect the mean. According to Sorenson^ ”?Jhen the
asymmetry of a distribution is caused by extreme measures at either end, the
median is the preferable average to use if one vdshes to avoid the influence
of extreme measures.'’
Median ratings of both juries for each individual concept x?rers summed
and form the basis.fbr the rank-order distribution of the concepts.
It was believed advisable to prepare tvro individual Hsts of concepts
both in rank-order, but differing in the fact that the first appears in
random order so far as subject-matter areas are concerned and the second Ust
is classified into subject-matter areas to facilitate selection and use.
A median rating of seven or better suggests that it is suitable for
teaching purposes at the elementary school level. Although this is a some-
what arbitrary set level established by the investigator, yet it is based on
the fact that the discrete number of seven does indicate an item that is
’’well-suited" for teaching purposes at the elementary school level.
In order to study the relative amount of agreement bet^reen juries, a
scattergran and correlation table was constructed and is reproduced in
Table XIII. It is clearly’' evident from eyor a casual examination of the
scattergram that thei'e is a marked rel-^tionship betv/een ratings of the two
1 Sorenson, Herbert, "Statistics for Students of Psychology and
Education (New York, McGraw-Hill, 1936), p* 35
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juides* It should be mentioned here thad unaniinity of response ivithin an
individual juiy Yais not re-quired nor expected because each individual jury
consisted of five members
^
each representing a different area of educational
j thought
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As a means of correlation betvieen jriries taken as a vfhole, and as a
;i
ij
means of measuring the departure of the regression from linearity the
I
;[
correlation-ratio was used. According to Garrett ”STA is a more general
coefficient than v
^
as it is appU.cable 7fhen regression is linear as v/ell as
'|v/hen it is non-linear.” Peters and Van Voorhis^ state that, ”STA gives a
measure of the extent to v'hich the Y scores for each given value are grouped
compactly together and, consequently', indicates the degree to \7hich some
i
law is present in the relation betireen the X and the Y factors,”
! In this particular problem the tvK> v/ere calculated in a
!
correlation-table v/hich ms based on the ear.a data ras shown iii Table XIII.
I
All actual computations appear in the APPSJJDIX,
I
! correlation-ratio, a measure of non-linear relo,tionship in
terms of the standard deviation of the means of the Y-arrays)^ was calculated
by the following formula;
V-\
SJil
u? X J
N
= .90
'1
I 2 Garrett, Henry E., "Statistics in Psychology and Education” (New
York: lon^nans. Green arxd Company, 194 /)
5
p. 36?.
3 Peters, Charles C., and Van Vooriiis, V/alter, R., "Statistical
Procedures and their Mathematical Bases” (Nev/ York; McGraw-Hill, 1940), p.332j
^ Q£. Cit . . Garrett, p, 370.
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The S3 of calciiLated by the foJJLoiving fornula;
d-'n") ^ .01
SEv^ =
W-1
(the correlation-ratio, a measure of non-lLnear relationship in
terms of the standard deviation of the means of the X-arrays) was calculated
by the follovdng formula:
L y-y 1
— C >f
N
(Jtc
= .89
The SE of Vjxy w3,s calculated by the folloiTing formula:
= -01
In order to determine whether regression was or \ms not significantly
non-linear it was necessary to calculate the ’’v-'’ from the same data and
conpare it with the tvro '‘irj’s''. The product-moment 'V' was found to be
56
.89 ± .01
The t'kio correlation-ratios for this pi*oblem were very nearly
identical and clearly* significant, ;d.th recorded as only slightly greatej ’
than the correlation-coefficient — the product moment
Both regressions ore very nearly" linear, a result confirmed by an
inspection of Table XIII and hence the product nionBnt ’V” of .39 i .01
indicates a nnrked relationship bet-vreen ratings of July I and Jui^^ II.
Concepts of Health ilducation lioted in ianl:-0rder .
^
Concepts vdth Rating 10
1. Avoidance of infection is the best protection against disea^
2. Children like to grow
3. Childi-en are expected to grow
4. Regular g"’in in weight is a sign of health
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5. For huinan beings, grovjing up means growing in strength as
;vell as size
6. Sunshine is good for all grovdng boys and girls
7. Sicioiess sometimes slov/s growth
8. Bones become longer and stronger as the body grows
9. Safety rules and s±gp.s are needed to protect children from
accidents
10. Children who are careful ai>e seldom hurt
11. C;.i.reful boys and girls find safe places in which to play
12. The fii*e drill teaches children hov/ to leave the school
building safely in case of fire
13. The fireman teaches children to stay away from fires and
matches
14- It is best to stay out of mter for at least an hour after
eating
15. Boys and girls must play carefully on the playground
16. Fires must have air or they vdll not burn
17. Children should alvrays follow the safest way to and from
school
18. Cne way to avoid accidents in the home is to keep things
vdiere they belong
19. A good svjiinmer almys finds out v/hether there are any rocks or
deep holes or other dangerous peaces to look out for in a
new swimming place
20. Policemen help children on the way to school
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21. Children must play safe when skating and sliding
22. Hard bumps on the head are sometimes dangerous
23. Children should stay away from strange animals
24* Children should learn to recognize poisonous plants and to
avoid them
25. All boys and girls should be vaccinated against smallpox,
tetanus, diphtheria and whooping cough
26. The school fountain must be clean for children
27. Animals that are not clean do not belong in the house
28. Clean hands and bodies are safeguards against disease
29. Baths with warm water and soap are indispensable if the skin
is to be kept in good condition
30. Colds are catching
31. Measles are catching
32. Children who cover their noses Jid mouths when they sneeze or
cough protect others
33* Head lice are carried from one person's head to another's by
hats, combs and brushes
34* A cold that is neglected may spread and cause serious
infection
35 • Impetigo and scabies are communicable
36. In order to prevent colds children should cover their noses
cind mouths with handkerchiefs idien they sneeze
37. Good teeth are keys to health
38. Milk is the best food for boys and girls
i
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39. Tea and coffee are not good drinks for children
40. Water is essential to life
41. On a cold day it is best to eat a warm lunch
42. Foods are the principal building materials of the body-
43 • Food should be protected from flies as th^ may spread
disease from person to person
44. Children who are ill should rest in bed
45. After playing, children need rest
46. The younger you are the more rest you need
47. The right kind of exercise trains the muscles and makes
them strong
43. Flay and exei cise every day help the body to get rid of
>rastes
49. Exercise makes muscles tired and rest or sleep will help
build them up
50. Play and exercise improves the appetite and digestion
51. Swimming is an exercise vfhich brings in-bo play every muscle
of the body
52. Proper posture allows all. the body organs to do tl^ir best
work
53. Sleep and rest are natural w^s by which the body restores
its strength and povrer
54. Tlie amoxmt of sleep needed depends partly on the person’s
age, the amount of exercise he takes and his general health
55. A regular hour for going to bed and getting up encourages
sound sleep
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56. Sleep rests eveiy part of the boc^ and helps it to get ready
for the next day's work and play
57.. Recreation helps children to grow to be strong and to be
healthy
58. Warm clothes prevent heat from leaving the body.
59. Clothes must be worn according to the season of the year
60. Rubbers and raincoats should be removed when indoors,
because they do not give the body a good chance to breathe
61. Earache is a sign of trouble and should get prompt attention
62. The doctor cares for children when they are ill
63 . The school nurse gives children first aid and helps them
with their health needs
64 . Children should be vaccinated before they go to school
65 . Dirty garbage and manure breed flies
66. Health officers quarantine people \^o are sick with certain
diseases in order to prevent the spread of disease
67 . Only a healthy child can realize the mximum value from
school experience
68. A sore throat may be the first sign of a cold or of some
children's disease
69 . The health of every part of the body depends on the health
of the whole body
II. Concepts \d.th Rating of 9 .
70. Rest helps children to grovf
71 . Cuts and scratches may be dangerous and should be cared for
right away
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72, Flies and mosquitoes may carry diseases
73* Most pathogenic bacteria grow best in dark, warm, damp
places
74. In order to be healthy, children must wash their hands and
faces before sating and wash their hands after going to
the toilet
75. There are three serious diseases that one need not have
today because of vaccination; sxnallpox, diphtheria, and
typhoid fever
76. Red blood cells carry oxygen to all parts of the body and
white blood cells are guards against disease
77. The dentist helps children to care for their teeth
78. Gtood food helps teeth to grow strong, makes them hard and
solid, and prevents aching
79. Nerve endings in the skin give the sensations of touch,
heat, cold and pain
80. Boys and girls must eat good food and drink water every
day in order to stay alive and grow
81. Food and milk will keep longer if they are kept cold
82. Various foods are necessary to prevent certain diseases
83. In planning meals f^r a day, it is necessary to make sure
that you have enough of all the food materials which the
body needs for energy, building and repair and health
protection
84. The best mill^ comes from healthy cows
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85. Fruit has a place in every meal
86. A good appetite is a sign of health
87. Healthy people like to eat
88. Sugar is a good energy food because it is digested quickly
and supplies energy at once
89. Good posture is a sign of health
90. The tone of the vfhole body is in5)roved by exercise
91. A child should go to the toilet to get rid of wastes
v/honever he feels the need
92. The clothing you wear helps to keep the body at the right
tecperature
93. Clothes should fit the weather as well as the person
v/earing them
94. Good light is essential for good reading
95. The first essential of healthy school living is to keep
the classroom clean
96. A good place to live must be warm and diy
III. Concepts vrlth Rating of 8.
97. All living things are made up of cells
98. Right habits of living improve the general health of the
body
99. Growth is marked by fluctuations in pace
100. Growth is rapid at some ages and slow at others
101. Each child is an individual vdth his own growth and health
patterns
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102 . It is not safe for cihildren to play with sharp tools or
machinery
103. Nothing in a first aid kit should be poisonous except
tincture of iodine
104. Poisons should be kept where children cannot get hold of
tliem
105. There is no vaccine that guarantees immunity to colds
106. A warm bath before bedtime induces sleep in chi3.dren
107. Children should breathe only clean fresh air
108 . The skin regulates body heat, protects tender parts beneath,
and gives us our sense of touch
109. rjhooping cough is a dangerous disease caused by bacteria
110 . Pinkeye is a catching disease caused by germs
111 . A dog bite may carry rabies to children
112 . /(hooping cough is veiy catching from the first day v/iien a
person seems to have a slight cold upbil he stops
cotighing after four -weeks
U3 . Chickenpox lesions occur as tiny waterblisters that rupture
easily and cause pitting of the skin
114. The heart beats faster in children than in adults
115. A healthy heart v/orl?5 much better if it has sufficient rest
116. Infoimiation concerning sex should be given in reply to a
child’s question
117. Good meals include some rough food which forces waste from
the food tube v/ithin the body
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118. Cod-liver-oil helps to keep boys and girls healthy and to
prevent colds and rickets
119. It is not good to eat between meals
120. CSnly fresh water is good to di^ink
121. Unless proper care is taken foods will spoil and become
unfit to eat
122. Disease germs grow readily/' in milk and may cause sore
throat, scarlet fever, diphtheria, and typhoid fever
123. Iron helps to give blood its red color
124. Malnutrition causes a person to tire easily*" and it weakens
body resistance to disease
125. It is not wise to include too much sugar in the ordinary
diet becaixse sugar satisfies the hunger and destroys the
desire for other essential foods
126. Children who have colds should stay in bed
127. The body builds itself up while resting
128. A rested body is better able to defend itself against
harmful germs than is a tired body
129. Good posture helps children keep well and strong
130. Posture is important in building a good framework for the
body
131. A good seating position helps blood to circulate
132. Good sleeping habits will help a person to get the most out
of sleeping hours
133. In general, summer camp is a marvelous experience for the
average healthy child
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134. Cereal and bread made from whole grains help people to
have a bowel movement every day
135* rfastes in the large intestines are the parts of food that
the bo(^ cannot digest
136. The large intestine can be trained to clear itself of waste
material without the aid of medicines
137. Perspiration keeps the body cool and carries off waste
materials
138. ?/et clothes make the skin cold and may cause sickness
139. .'Jhen the thermometer says 70 degrees, the air is just
about right
140. All living things use air in some way
141. The skin protects the body from heat and cold
142. Steady quiet breathing shoxTs that a person is taking air
into the lungs that is needed to keep the blood stream
supplied with good fresh oxygen
143. Air should enter the body through the nose rather than
through the mouth because the nose is better equipped to
prepare air for the lungs
144. A person who is color blind cannot tell which things are
colored green, and which are colored red
145. A podiatrist treats siiig)le diseases of the feet
148. The health examination is the first step in any sound
health program
147. Good housing is necessary for good health
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US* Towels and wash basins in public washrooms or other public
plcxces are sources of infection
149. The State Board of Health tests and approves food and
water
150. The food inspector guards the public health by making sure
that food sold in the stores is clean and fresh and
carries no germs
151. Health Departments are interested in preventing and
controlling communicable diseases
152. Most falls come from carelessness
IV. Concepts vdth ilatin/x of 7 .
153. Poor color, flabby flesh, or skin eruptions indicate an
unhealthy condition and may be symptoms of disease
154. A knowledge of the body, its duties and its care give us
the groundwork for a program of healthy living
155. Resting \'riien you are tired is a safety precaution because
it saves the body from strain and over-fatigue
156. Bad accidents in camping are usually caused by guns, falls
fire, and water
157. A dog bite should receive prompt attention by a doctor.
158. The eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and skin are avenues through
which germs may enter the body and cause disease
159. Circulation of the blood to the extremities is influenced
by cold weather
160 . Poisons from decayed teeth may be carried by the blood
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to other parts of the body
161.
162
.
163 .
164 .
165 .
166 .
167 .
168 .
169 .
170 .
171 .
172 .
Raw fruits and vegetables must be washed clean before
eating
Inside the body foods are changing into simpler forms that
can be used for fuel or for the growth and repair of
cells
The sudden loss of appetite in a normal child usually
indicates acute illness
lack of sunlight may cause bones to become weak
Vitamins are substances found in certain foods that are
needed for health and grovirth
Children must prepare for bedtime in order to go to sleep
quickly
Children need appropriate rest at different intervals
Exercise increases the rate of breathing and also makes
the heart beat faster
The wastes produced by working cells are picked up by the
blood and carried to the kidneys for removal
An oculist examines children's eyes and prescribes
glasses
The ibaerican Red Cross teaches people how to give first
aid
The sounds which come through the stethoscope tell the
doctor whether or not a person’s heart and lungs are
working properly
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173 A doctor has many special ways of finding out whether the
body is as healthy as it can be
174. Drinking ivater which is not pure may cause disease
175* Dust clogs the nose, irritates the throat and may
predispose to colds.
Concepts with Rating 6.
176. Tliere are many differences in height and wei^t of
children of the same age
177* A safety council helps children to prevent accidents
178, Most lives are lost in fires because no preparation has
been made for the emergency and the people involved do
not know how to act
179* Pollen allergy can be detected by skin tests
180. Dirty feet are good growing places for the mold tlmt
causes athletes foot
181. Children vdth rheumatic heart disease commonly exhibit a
murmur, which is a hissing or blowing sound heard with
the stethoscope
182. Common ailments such as headache, sore throat, running
eyes, nausea, and fever may be early symptoms of a com-
municable disease
183. A carrier of disease harbors germs in his body \vithout
being sick himself
184. Blood vessels consist of three types - arteries, veins.
and capillaries
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Six year molars are important because thejr grind food
during the time that the children’s temporary teeth are
being replaced ;id.th permanent ones
The nervous system makes it possible for muscles in many
different parts of the body to work together for a
common purpose
A good breakfast will help children to keep vrarm on cold
mornings
Lime is essential for building healthy bones and teeth
Vegetables and fruits lose vitamins in cooking
Sleep and rest, good meals at regulai* times, exercise and
fresh air, are the best helps to healthy nerves and the
brain
Anything that helps make children strong and healthy helps
them have good posture
A straight framework is necessary if bodies are to attain
their greatest strength
Proper rest after vigorous exercise is necessary in order
to get rid of iactic acid
Gk)od pi^ysical education in school lays a foundation for
happy, healthful adult recreation
Children's clothing should be light, loose, and easy to
clean
196. Mold grows without sunshine and spoils food
197. As long as the body is ivell and healtl^y the body tempera-
ture remains almost constant
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19S. Good eye sight is essential in the development of a
healthy child
199. Doctors believe that people ciin do some things to give
bodies the best chance to resist colds
200. Speech quality of the voice can be improved
201. The use of filters and chlorine keep the city water supply
clear and pure
202. Proper disposal of wastes is important in preventing
typhoid fever
Concepts ;vith Ratin^^ of
203. A good driver obeys the traffic rules and regulations
204. Severe bleeding must be checked quickly or death soon
follovfs
205. Feeling clean may help children to sleep v,ell
206. The hookworm is a tiny vrorm that gets into the body by
way of tte sion of the foot and causes disease
207. Tetanus may follow any wound, even one which seems trivial^
but particularly those that are deep, lacerated, and
contaminated with dirt
208. VJhen a person is at rest, the pulse rate is usually about
70 beats per minute
209. The brain more than any other part of the body needs a
constant supply of blood
210. Irregularly placed teeth should be corrected during
childhood by a coiipetent dentist called an "orthodontist'
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211, The liver is a storehouse for fuel that the boc(y uses for
the production of energy and heat
212, Calcium and phosphorous are tv/o in^ortant minerals
necessary for the growth of bones and teeth
213 . A healthy stomach is a disinfecting station of great
value
214 . Fork should always be thorougiily cooked to prevent the
painful disease called trichinosis
215 . Fresh vegetables and fruits protect the body against
scurvy
216 , Grood posture should be a habit
217* Chest expansion should increase with growth
218. Overwork and over fatigue when accompanied by little rest
and sleep form a combination of factors that weaken the
body’s resistance to disease
219* The structure of the eye is like that of a camera
220. Air which is set into motion by vibrations produces
sound waves
221. The smallest thing that should be put into the ear is the
elbow
222. A health examination every year helps a person to keep
well and strong
223 . The safest procedure to follow when there is pain in the
abdomen is to stay in bed and call a doctor
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VII, Concepts with Ratlnp, of
224. The ke. note of child health is prevention
225. Ijveiyone should knov^ vAiat to do when someone is hurt
226. Sunstroke can be avoided by keeping the head covered and
by avoiding long exposure to direct sunlight during
hot weather
227. It is dangerous to rub a frozen part or to v/arm it too
quickly
228. Promiscuous spitting spreads disease and shoiild be
avoided
229. Anti-toxin cures diphtheria and tetanus if takai in time
230. Diphtheria is one of the most dangerous diseases for
small children
231* X-ray is used to tell if tuberculosis has caused damage
to the lungs
232. Children of tuberculous parents contract tuberculosis
because of exposure
233. Scarlet fever is a dangerous disease because it may cause
deafness, weak heart, or other defects
234. Even normal children occasionally show some aggressive
behavior
235 • In regions where the soil has low iodine content, people
may develop s'/fellings in the neck called goiters
236. Gastric juice comes from the cells lining the stomach
and starts the digestion of protein food
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237 • Foods highlj seasoned are apt to irritate the lining of
the stomach
238, Pasteurized milk is safer to drink and will keep longer
than raw milk
239. Voluntaiy muscles never work unless they are called into
action by the nein^es
240., Carbon dioxide like oxygen is part of the air and is ne-
cessary for plants and animals
241. Heat will relajc the blood vessels of the dermis while
cold vdll contract theoi
242. Injury to the eardrum causes pain axid sometimes
interferes with hearing
243* The hard of hearing child usually rates lower in
leadership end is much less aggressive than a normal
hearing child
244. Cross eyes may be corrected if the patient and his
doctors cooperate completely
245. Diseased and enlarged adenoids and tonsils should be
removed
246. X-rays should be made periodically to detect small
Cavities in the teeth
247. Since the openLngs from the sinus into the nose are not
large, they may become blocked up and cause a painful
and serious infection
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VIII. Concepts with Eatin.^. of 3 .
2UB, Colds are caused by germs called viruses
249 • G-ulfanilamlde is a successful drug for some types of
pneumonia
250. The diet of the child is very important in the prevention
of tuberculosis
251. The child handicapped with cerebral palsy expends a great
deal more energy than the normal youngster, and in
consequence tires more easily
252. HookiTorm disease causes a tired, lazy feeling and in
severe cases seriously interferes with grovrth
253. Eheumatic fever affects the heart auscle and valves and,
as a result the heart is weakened and often enlarged
254 . Cancer is not hereditary or contagious
255 • Mechanical aids to breathing are part of the equipment of
all big hospitals today
256. The Gchick test determines vdisther or not a person will
get diphtheria if the diphtheria bacterium gets into
the body
257 » The Federal Government carries on many surveys to aid
the sick and injured
233. The necessity for //ood’s light examination in the schools
both for diagnosis and follow-up is established beyond
question
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IX. Concopts vath Ratin.o; of 2 .
259. A person is said to be in good health when his body and
mind work harmoniously, so tiiat the whole organism is
capable of adapting itself to the demands made upon it
by society
260. The prevention of unnecessary’- deaths from accidents
demands a continuous canpaign of education against
carelessness and thoughtlessness
261. In case of suffocation time is a vital factor and immedi-
ate action is necessary
262. The diabetic child should always be taught to take care
of himself
263. Hay' fever and other sluilar diseases are due to allergies
264. Ultra-violet light is helpful because of its ability to
kill many pathogenic bacteria
265. .Then a person has hi^id diphtheria and makes his ovai
antitoxin he is immune to diphtheria
266. vuinine cures the symptoms of malaria
267 » The bacteria that cause tuberculosis are rod-shaped and
are called tubercle bicilH.
268. A high vdiite blood count indicates that the body- is
trying hard to defend itself against invading bacteria
269. In the trea-bment of pneumonia serums have been used with
good results
270. Poisonous substances called toxins are formed by the
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grovfbh of certain gems, both inside and outside the
bod^
271 . There are three major forms of bacteria
2?2« The tuberculin test is a diagnostic test to determine
whether a person has or has had tuberculosis
273 * A vaccine prevents disease and an immune serum helps to
cure disease
27A. Wearing shoes is the biggest safeguard against hookivorm
275* The color of the sldn comes from the pigment in the deep
layers of the epidermis
276. The greatest danger to the ear is an infection in the
middJLe ear
277. ilhen a person has a cold or sore throat the infection
may spread to the ears by v/ay of the eustachian tube
27B, Most children with tuberculosis shov/ no symptoms of
illness
279 . <vhe i infantile paralysis is present in a community any
child vd.th the slightest symptoms of a cold or fever
should be given the most careful study by a physician
28C. Measles and German measles are two different diseases
’ and the one provides no protection against an attack
by the other
281. Sxposure to cold is an inciting factor in many cases of
pneumonia
282, AEute infectious diseases of the upper respiratory tract
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are the chief inciting causes of pneumonia in children
Influenaa md other diseases may result in chronic middle
ear disease
Cardiac involvement is one of the most common
manifestations of acute rheumatic fever
The commonest heart disorder of childhood is rheumatic
heart disease
The school program should be modified to sui.t the needs
of a child vdth heart disease
iJalaria is caused by tiny animals parasites and is carriec
frcm person to person by mosquitoes
Vaccines can prevent xvhooping cough in small children
Kocljy Mountain spotted fever could be completely er-dicat^d
vrere it possible to dispose of insec u vectors of the
disease
Sanatorium treatment for tuberculosis consists largely of
rest, fresh air, good food, and drugs
Hemophilia is a disease of blood platelets which prolongs
clotting time
There are three accepted treatments for cancer - surgery.
X-ray, and radium
The attitudes of parents play a major role in the
development of a child's personality
Care of mentally deficient children is institutional, as
average homes are physically, socially, and
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economically unable to cope vdth them
295* Gtood eating habits are essential for healthy children
296, PeHegraj, a disease that brings about sore mouths and
flaming skin rashes is an example of a food deficiency
disease
297« Saliva helps to digest carbohydrates
298. The heredity of color-blindness has been worked out, and
it may serve as a pattern for virtuall^^^ all of the
other sex-linked traits
299. ^ important reason for having a thorough health
examination every year is to discover foci of infection
300. Hearing is tested in the schools by such tests as; the
whisper test watch test or by the audiometer
301. Removal of tonsils and adenoids is one vmy to prevent
continued trouble with the middle ear and mastoid
302. Methods of avoiding dust in working conditions can reduce
the number of cases of silicosis
303. Growing up is a process of interaction between the child
and the environment
304. Germs may pass through a broken eardrum and cause trouble
inside the ear
305* The Snellen Chart is useful in testjjig vision
^ This list is .arranged in rank order, according to summation of
median of two independent juries of experts.
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Concepts of Health uiducation classified for teaciiin^^ purposes.
I. Healthy Living:
1. Only a healthy child can realize the maximum value from
school experience (10)
2. Avoidance of infection is the best protection against
disease (10)
3. The health of every part of the body depends on the health
of the whole body (9)
4. All living things are made up of cells (8)
5. iiight habits of living improve the general health of the
body (8)
6. A knowledge of the body, its duties and its care gives us
the groundwork for a program of healthy living (7)
7. Poor color, flabby flesh, or skin eri:5>tions indicate an
unhealthy ccndition and may be the symptoms of disease (7
8. The key note of child health is prevention (4)
9. A person is said to be in good health when his body and
mind TOrk harmoniously, so that the whole organism is
capable of adapting itself to the demands made upon it
by society (2)
II. Growth and Development
10. Children like to grow (10)
11. Children are expected to grow (10)
12. Regular gain in vieight is a sign of health (10)
13. For human beings, growing up means growing in strength as
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well as size (10)
14. Sunshine is good for all growing boys and girls (10)
15. Sickness sometimes slows grov/th (10)
16. Bones become longer and stronger as the body grows (10)
17. lieso helps children to grow (9)
18. Growth is marked by fluctuations in pace (8)
19. Growth is rapid at some ages and slow at others (8)
20. Each child is an individual with his own grov/th and
health patterns (8)
21. There are many differences in height ind weight of
children of the same age (6)
22. Growing up is a process of interaction betv/een the child
and the environment (2)
III. Safety and First Aid
23. Safety rules and signs are needed to protect children
/ from accidents (10)
24. Children who are careful are seldom hurt (lO)
25. Careful boys and girls find safe places in 'which to play
(10 )
26. The fire drill teaches children how to leave the school
building safely in case of fire (10)
27* The firemrin teaches children to stay away from fires and
matches (10)
28. It is best to stay out of water for at least an hour
after eating (10)
29. Boys and girls must play carefully on the playground (10)

30. Fires must have air or they v/ill not bum (10)
31. Children should always follow the safest way to and
from school (10)
32. One to avoid accidents in the home is to keep things
v/here they belong (10)
33. A good si’/immer always finds' out whether there are any
rocks or deep holes or other dangerous places to look
for in a new swinming place (lO)
34. Policemen help children on the way to school (10)
35. Children must play safe when skating and sliding (10)
36. Hard bumps on the head are sometimes dangerous (10)
37* Children should stay away from strange animals (10)
38. Children should learn to recognize poisonous plants and
to avoid them (10)
39. Cuts and scratches may be dangerous and should be cared
for right away (9)
40. Most falls come from carelessness (8)
41. It is not safe for children to play vrith sharp tools or
machinery
42. Nothing in a first aid kit should be poisonous except
tincture of iodine (8)
43. Poisons should be kept where children cannot get hold of
them (8)
44. Resting when you are tii^d is a safety precaution because
it saves the body from strain and over-fatigue (7)
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45 • Bad accidents in camping are usually caused by guns,
falls, fire, and water ( 7 )
46. A dog bite may carry rabies to children (7)
47. A safety council helps children to prevent accidents ( 6 )
48. Most lives are lost in fires because no preparation has
been m-^de for the emergency and the people involved do
not know how to act (6 )
49. Severe bleeding must be checked quickly or death soon
follows ( 5 )
50. A good driver obeys the traffic rules and regulations (5)
51 . Everyone should knov/ v/hat to do when someone is hurt (4 )
52 . Sunstroke can be avoided by keeping the head covered and
by avoiding long exposures to direct sunlight during
hot .veather (4 )
53 • It is dangerous to rub a frozen part or to warm it too
IV.
quickly (4)
54. The prevention of unnecessary deaths from accidents
demands a continuous campaign of education against
carelessness and thoughtlessness (2)
55 • In case of suffocation time is a vital factor and immediaj
te action is necessary (2)
56 . The diabetic child should always be taught to take care
of himself (2)
Bacteria
,
Viruses and Immunity
57. All boys and girls should be vaccinated against smallpox
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diphtheria, tetanus, and whooping cough (10)
58. Flies and mosquitoes may carry disease (9)
59. Most pathogenic bacteria grow best in dark, warm, damp
places (9)
60. There is no vaccine that guarantees i.;jnunity to colds (8)
61. The eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and sldn are avenues through
v/hich germs may enter the body and cause disease (?)
62. Pollen allergy can be detected by skin tests (6)
63. Promiscuous spitting spreads disease and should be
avoided (4)
64« Anti-toxin cures dipntheria and tetanus if taken in
time (4)
65. Colds are caused by germs called viruses (3)
66. Sulfanilamide is a successful drug for some types of
pneumonia (3)
67. Hay fever and other similar diseases are due to
allergies (2)
68. Germs may pass through a broken eardrum and cause trouble
inside the ear (2)
t
69# Ultra-violet light is helpful because of its ability to
kill many pathogenic bacteria (2)
70. .Jhen a person has had diphtheria and makes his own
anti-toxin he is inuaune to diphtheria (2)
71. quinine cures the symptoms of malaria (2)
72. *nie bacteria that cause tuberculosis are rod-shaped
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and are called tubercle bacilli (2)
73. A high white blood count indicates that the body is
trying hard to defend itself against invading
bacteria (2)
74* In the treatment of pneumonia serums have been used vdth
good results (2)
75* i^oisonous substances called toxins are formed by the
growth of certain germs both inside and outside the
body (2)
76. There are three major forjois of bacteria (2)
77* The tuberculin test is a diagnostic test to determine
whether a person has or has had tuberculosis (2)
78. A vaccine prevents disease and an immune sertim helps to
cure disease (2)
Cleanliness
79. The school fountain must be clean for children (10)
80. imimals that are not clean do not belong in the house (10]
81. Clean hands and bodies are safeguards against disease (10]
82. Baths v/ith warm water and soap are indispensable if the
skin is to be kept in good condition (10)
83. In order to be healthj'^, children must wash their hands
and faces before eating and wash their hands after
going to the toilet (9)
84. A ivarm bath before bedtime induces sleep in children (8)
83. Children should breathe only clean fresh air (8)
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86. The skin regulates body heat, protects tender parts
beneath, and give us our sense of touch (8)
87. Dirty feet are good growing places for the mold that
causes athletes foot (6)
88. Feeling clean may help children to sleep well (5)
89. Wearing shoes is the biggest safeguard against
hookworm (2)
90. The Color of the skin comes from the pigment in the deep
layers of the epidermis (2)
Infectious and Parasitic Diseases
91. Colds are catching (10)
92. Measles are catching (lO)
93. Children who cover their noses and mouths when they
sneeze or cough protect others (lO)
94. Head lice are carried from one person’s head to another’s
by hats, combs, and brushes (10)
95. A sore throat may be the first sign of a cold or of some
children’s disease (10)
96. A cold that is neglected may spread and cause serious
infection (10)
97. Impetigo and scabies are conaauni cable (lO)
98. In order to prevent colds children should cover their
noses and mouths with handkerchiefs when they sneeze (10]
99. There are three serious diseases that one need not have
today because of vaccination: smallpox, diphtheria.
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and typhoid fever (9)
Whooping cough is a dangerous disease caused by
bacteria (8)
Pinkeye is a catchiji;:: disease caused by germs (8)
A dog bite may carry rabies to children (8)
s/hooping cough is very catching from the first day v/hen
a person seems to have a slight cold until he stops
coughing after four weeks (8)
Chickenpox lesions occur as tin^'' water blisters that
ri^)ture easily and may cause pitting of the skin (8)
Dust clogs the hose, irritates the throat and may
predispose to colds (7)
Children with rheumatic heart disease commonly exhibit
a mumur, vfhich is a hissing or blo’.ving sound heard vd.t i
the stethoscope iS6)
Common ailments such as headache, sore throat, running
eyes, nausea, and fever may be early symptoms of a
communicable disease (6)
A carrier of disease harbors germs in his body without
being sick himself (6)
The hookworm is a tiny worm that gets into the body by
way of the skin of the foot and causes disease (5)
Tetanus may follow any wou id, even one -which seems
trivial, but particularly^ those that are deep,
lacerated, and contaminated with dirt (5)
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111. Diphtheria is one of the most dangerous diseases for
small children (4)
112. X-ra^ is used to toll if tuberculosis has caused damage
to the lungs (4)
113. Children of tuberculous parents contract tuberculosis
because of exposure (4)
114. Scarlet fever is a daiigerous disease because it may cause
deafness, \reak heart, or other defects (4)
115. Since the openings from the sinus into the nose are not
large, they may become blocked up and cause a painful
and serious infection (4)
116. The diet of the child is very important in the prevention
of tuberculosis (3)
117. The child handicapped vdth cerebral palsy e^jpends a
great deal more energy than the normal youngster, and
in consequence tires more easily (3)
118. Hookworm disease causes a tired, lazy feeling and in
severe cases seriously interferes with growth (3)
119. The greatest danger to the ear is an infection in the
middle ear (2)
120. When a person has a cold or sore throat the infection
may spread to the ears by way of the eustachian tube (2
121. Most children with tuberculosis show no symptoms of
illness (2)
122. ihen infantile paralysis is present in a community any
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child with the slightest symptoms of a cold or fever
should be given the most careful study by a
physician (2)
Meas3.es and German measles are two different diseases
and one provides no protection ag.iinst an attack by
the other (2)
Exposure to cold is an inciting factor in many cases of
pneumonia (2)
Acute infectious diseases of the upper respiratoiy tract
are the chief inciting causes of pneimonia in
children (2)
Influenza and other diseases may result in ciironic
middle ear disease (2)
Cardiac involvement is cne of the most common
manifestations of acute rheumatic fever (2)
The commonest heart disorder of childhood is rheumatic
heart disease (2)
The school program should be modified to suit the needs
of a child v/ith heart disease (2)
Malaria is caused by tiny animals parasites and is
carried from person to person by mosquitoes (2)
Vaccines can prevent whooping cough in small children (2)
Rocky Mountain spotted fever could be eradicated were it
possible to dispose of insect vectors of the disease (.2
Sanatorium treatment for tuberculosis consists largely of
.
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rest, fresh air, good food, and drugs (2)
VII, Heart and Circulation
134. Red blood colls cany oxygen to all parts of the body
and v/liite cells are guards against disease (9)
135. The heart beats faster in children than in adults (8)
136. A healthy heart works much better if it has sufficient
rest (8)
137. Circulation of the blood to the extreiaities is influenced
by cold iveather t?)
1380 Blood vessels consisft of three types - arteries, veins.
and capillaries (6)
139. iVhen a person is at rest, the pulse rate is usually about
70 beats per minute (5)
140. The brain more than any other part of the body needs a
constant supply of blood ^5)
141. liheunmtic fever affects the heart muscle and valves and
as a result the heart is weakened :ind often enlarged (3)
142. Hemophilia is a disease of blood platelets wliich prolongs
clotting time ^2)
VIII. Cancer
143- Cancer is not hereditary or contagious (3)
144* There are tliree accepted treatments for cancer - surgery.
X-ray, and radium (2)
IX. Dental Health
1/4.5. Good teeth are keys to health CIO)
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146 . The dentist helps children to care for their teeth ( 9 )
147 * Good food helps teeth to grow strong, makes them hard and
solid, and prevents aclilng ( 9 )
14s. Poisons from decayed teeth may be carried by the blood
to other parts of the body ( 7 )
149. Six year molars are important because they grind food
during the time that the children’s temporary teeth are
being replaced with permanent ones (6 )
150. Irregularly placed teeth should be corrected daring
childhood by a competent dentist called an
"orthodontist” ( 5 )
151. X-rays should be made periodically to detect small
cavities in the teeth (4 )
X. Mental Health
152. Terve ei .dings in the skin give the sensations of touch,
heat, cold and pain ( 9 )
153 • Information concerning sex should be given in reply to a
child’s question ( 8 )
154. The nerve os system makes it possible for muscles in many
different parts of the body to work together for a
common purpose Co)
155 * Ihren normal children occasionally show some aggressive
behavior (4 )
156. The attitudes of ’parents p^ay a major role in the
development of a child’s personality ^2 )
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157. Care of mentally deficient children is institutional, as
average homes are physically, socially, and
economically unable to cope vri.th them (2)
XI, Food and Nutrition
158 . Milk is the best food for boys and girls (10)
159 . Tea and coffee are not good drinks for children (10)
160 . Water is essential to life (10)
161
.
Cti a cold day it is best to eat a warm lunch (10)
162 . Foods are the principal building materials of the body (1
163 . Food should be protected from flies as they may spread
disease from per son to person (10)
164 . Boys and girls must eat good food -and drink v/ater every
day in order to stay alive and grow (9)
165 . Food and milk will keep longer if they -re kept cold (9)
166 . Various foods are necessary to prevent certain diseases (9
167. In planning meals for a da;^’', it is necess try to make sure
that you have eno'jgh of all the food materials which
the body needs for energy, building and repair and
health protection (9)
168. The best milk comes from healthy cov/s (9)
169. Fruit has a place in every meal (9)
170 . A good appetite is a sign of health (9)
171. Healthy people like to eat (9)
172 . Sugar is a good energy food because it is digested
quickly and supplies energy at once (9)
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173* It is not vd.se to include too much sugar in the ordinary-
diet because sugar satisfies the hunger and destroys
the desire for other essential foods (8)
174. Good meals include some rough food which forces waste
from the food tube within the body (8)
175. Cod-liver-oil helps to keep boys and girls healthy and
to preveht colds and rickets (8)
176 . It is not good to eat betiveen meals (8)
177* Only fresh water is good to drink (8)
178 . Unless proper care is taken foods will spoil and become
unfit to eat (8)
179 . Disease gern^ grov/ readily in milk and may cause sore
throat, scarlet fever, diphtheria, and typhoid fever (8)
180 • Iron helps to give blood its red color (8)
181. Malnutrition causes a person to tire easily and it
vreakens body resistance to disease (8)
182. Raw fruits and vegetables must be washed clean before
eating (7)
183. Inside the body foods are changing into simpler forms
that can be ixsed for fuel or for the grov/bh and repair
of cells (7)
184. The sudden loss of appetite in a normal child usually
indicates acute illness (7)
185 . Lack of sunlight may cause bones to become weak (7)
186. Vitamins are substances found in certain foods that are
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needed for health and gro^vth (7)
A good breakfast 7dll help children to keep vra,rm on cold
mornings (6)
LLme is essential for building healthy bones and teeth (6)
Vegetables and fruits lose vitamins in cooking (6)
Fresh vegetables and fruits protect the body against
scurvy (5)
191. The liver is a storehouse for fuel that the body uses for
the production of energy and heat (5)
192. Calcium and phosphorous are two important minerals
necessary for the grovrth of bones and teeth (5)
193 . A healtl:^ stomach is a disinfecting station of great
value (5)
194. Pork should alavays be thoroughly cooked to prevent the
painful disease called trichuiosis (5)
195* Good eating habits are essential for healtly children (5)
196. Foods highly seasoned are apt to irritate the lining of
the stomach (4)
197* Pasteurized milk is safer to drink and will keep longer
than raw milk (4)
198. In regions where the soil has low iodine content, people
may develop swellings in the neck called goiters (4)
199. Gastric juice comes from the cells lining the stomach
and starts the digestion of protein food (4)
200. Pellegra, a disease that brings about sore mouths and
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flaming skin rashes is an example of a food deficxLency
disease (2)
201. Saliva helps to digest carbohydrates (2)
Sleep and Rest
202. Children v;ho are ill should rest in bed (10)
203. After playing, children need rest (10)
204. The younger you are the more rest you need (10)
,
205. Sleep and rest are natural I'/ays by which the body restore! i
its strength and power (10)
206. The amount of sleep needed depends partly on the person’s
age, the amount of exercise he takes and his general
health (10)
207. A regiilar hour for going to bed and getting up encourages
sound sleep (10)
208. Sleep rests every part of the body and helps it to get
ready for the next day's work and play (10)
209. Good sleepi .g habits will help a person to get the most
of sleeping hoixrs (8)
210. Cliildren who have colds should stay in bed (S)
211. The body builds itself up while resting (8)
212. A rested body is better able to defend itself against
harmful germs than is a tired body (8)
213. Children need appropriate rest at different intervals (7)
214. Ciiildren must prepare for bedtime in order to go to
sleep quickly (7)
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215. Sleep and rest, good meals at regular times, exercise
and fresh air, are the best helps to healthy nerves
and the brain (6)
216. Overwork and over fatigue when accompanied by little
rest and sleep form a combination of factors that
v;eaken the body’s resistance to disease (5)
XIII. Posture and Exorcise
217. The right kind of exercise trains the muscles and makes
them strong (lO)
21B. Play and exercise every day help the body to get rid of
wastes (10)
219. Rcercise makes muscles tired and rest or sleep rdll help
build them up (10)
220. Play and exercise in^roves the appetite and digestion (10
221. Svdmming is an exercise which brings into play every
muscle of the body (lO)
222. Proper posture allovfls all the body organs to do their
best vrork (lO)
f
223. Good postiu*e a sign of health (9)
224* The tone of the v/hole body is improved by exercise (9)
225. Good posture helps children keep well and strong (8)
226. Posture is iijportant in building a good framework for the
body (8)
227. A good sitting position helps blood to circulate (8)
228. Rcercise increases the rate of breathing and also makes
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the heart beat faster (7)
229. Arching that helps make children strong and healthy,
helps them have good posture (6)
230. A straight framework is necessary if bodies are to
attain their greatest strength (6)
231. Proper rest after vigorous exercise is necessary in order
to get rid of lactic acid (6)
232. Good posture should be a habit (5)
233. Chest expansion should increase with grovrbh (3)
234. Voluntary muscles never work unless they are called into
action by the nerves (4)
XTV. Recreation and Flay
235. Recreation helps children to grov/ to be strong and to be
healthy (10)
236. In general, summer camp is a marvelous experience for
the average healthy child (8)
237. Good physical education in school lays a foundation for
happy, healthfiil adult recreation (6)
XV, Eliiidnation of iflfastes
238. A child should go to the toilet to get rid of v^astes
whenever he feels th© need (9)
239. Cereal and bread made from vdiole grains help people to
have a bowel movement every day (8)
240. W-istes in the large intestines are the parts of food
that the body cannot digest (8)
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241. The large intestines can be trained to clear themselves
of waste material vidthout the aid of medicines (8)
242* Perspiration keeps the body cool and carries off waste
materials (8)
243* The wastes produced by ;vorking cells are picked up by
the blood and carried to ths kidneys for removal (7)
XVI. Clothing
244* Warm clothes prevent heat from leaving the body (iO)
245 • Clothes must be worn according to the season of the year
(10 )
246. Rubbers and raincoats should be removed when indoors j
because they do not give the body a good chance to
breathe (10)
247. The clothing you wear helps to keep the body at the right
temperature (9)
248. Clothes should fit the vfeather as well as the person
^Tearing them (9)
249. »'^et clothes make the skin cold and may cause sickness (8)
250. Children’s clothing should be light, loose and easy to
clean (6)
XVII. light and /dr
251. Good light is essential for good reading (9)
252. »Vhen the thermometer says 70 degrees, the air is just
about right (3)
253. living things use air in some way (8)
254. The skin protects the body from heat and cold (8)
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255« Stead/ quiet breathing shows that a person is taking air
into the lungs that is needed to keep the blood stream
supplied with good fresh ocxygen (8)
256. Air should enter the bod/ through the nose rather than
through the mouth because the nose is better equipped
to prepare air for the lungs (8)
257« Mold grows without sunshine and spoils food (6)
253, As long as the bod/ is v/el2 and health/ the bod/
temperature remains almost constant (6)
259. Carbon dioxide like ox/gen is part of the air and is
necessary for plants and animals (4)
260. Heat Trill relax the blood vessels of the dermis vrhile
cold vd.ll contract them (4)
Vision and Hearing
261 » Earache is a sign of trouble and should get prompt
attention (10)
262. A person ^'rho is color blind cannot tell vrhich things are
colored green, and which are colored red (8)
263. Good e/e sight is essential in the development of a
health/ child (6)
264. The structure of the eye is like that of a camera (5)
265. Air which is set into motion b/ vibrations produces
sound waves (5)
266. It is a poor practice to place objects in the ear (5)
267. Injury to the eardrum causes pain and sometimes interfere!
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with hearing (4)
The hard of hearing child usually rates lower in
leadership and is much less aggressive than a norraal
hearing child (4)
Cross eyes my be corrected if the patient and his
doctors cooperate completely (4)
The heredity of color-blindness has been vforked out, and
it may serve as a pattern for virtually all of the
other sex-linked traits (2)
XIX. Health Service.
271* The doctor cares for children when they are ill (lO)
272. The school nurse gives children first aid and helps them
with their health needs (lO)
273 • Children should be vaccinated before they go to school (IC >
274« The first essential of healthy school living is to keep
the classroom clean (9)
275 • A podiatrist treats simple diseases of the feet (8)
276, The health examination is the first step in any sound
health program (8)
277* An oculist exammes children’s eyes and prescribes
glasses (7)
278. The /American Red Cross teaches people how to give first
aid (7)
279. The sounds which come through the stethoscope tell the
doctor whether or not a person’s heart and lungs are
working properly (7)
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280. A doctor has mar^ special ways of finding out whether
the body is as healthy as it can be (7)
261, Doctors believe that people can do some thiaigs to give
their bodies the best chance to resist colds (6)
282. Speech quality of the voice can be inproved (6)
283* A health examination every year helps a person to keep
well and strong (5)
284. The safest procedure to follow when there is pain in the
abdomen is to stay in bed and call a doctor (5)
285. Diseased and enlarged adenoids and tonsils should be
removed (4)
286. Mechanical aids to breathing are part of the equipment
of all big hospitals today (3)
287. The Shick test determines v/hether or not a person irvill
get diphtheria if the diphtheria bacterium gets into
the body (3)
288. The Snellen Chart is useful in testing vision (3)
289. The Federal Government carries on many surveys to aid the
sick and injured (3)
290. The necessity for i/ood’s Light examination in the schools
both for diagnosis and follow-up is established beyond
question (3)
291* Removal of tonsils and adenoids is one way to prevent
continued trouble with the middle ear and mastoid (2)
292, Hearing is tested in the schools by such tests as; the
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whisper test, watch test or by the audiometer (2)
293* An important reason for having a thorough health
examinivtion every year is to discover foci of
infection (2)
Community Health
294. Dirty garbage and manure breed flies (10)
295. Health officers quarantine people who are sick ^vith
certain diseases in order to prevent the spread of
disease (10)
296. A good place to live must be warn and dry (9)
297. Good housing is necessary for good health (8)
298. Towels and wash basins in public washrooms or other
public places are sources of infection (8)
299. The State Board of Health tests and approves food and
water (8)
300. The food inspector guards the public health by making
sure that food sold in the stores is clean and fresh
and carries no germs (8)
301. Health Dep-irtments are interested in preventing and
controlling communicable diseases (8)
302. Drinking water which is not pure may cause disease (7)
303. The use of filters and chlorine keepsthe city water
supply clear and pure (6)
. Proper disposal of wastes is important in preventing
typhoid fever (6)
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305. Methods of avoiding dust in working conditions can
reduce the number of cases of silicosis (2)
^ This list is arranged in logical order for teachers' purposes and
by rank order in eacli indicated area.
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GHAPTSR V
THE SUmRI AI'® CONCLUSIONS
Siimmary of the Study . In brief review the purpose of the study was to
determine frc«i several different sources fundamental concepts of health
education that are of functional value to the elementary school. The researc i
procedures and techniques used in the study may be summarized chronologically
as follows;
Tliirty-six health textbooks, designed for use at the elementary
school level, were analyzed for concepts of health education.
Fourteen safety textbooks, designed for use at the elementary school
level, were analyzed for concepts of health education,
i’hirty-six issues of ffy-geia were analyzed for current concepts of
health.
Vital statistics of the National Office of Vital Statistics, United
States Public Health Service were analyzed, and accidents were
consistently the number one killer of children of ages 5-lii-.
Analyzed "Accident Facts," the official publication of the National
Safety Council, for ad^tional facts and specifics about
accidents of age-span 5-14* Made out check list.
Studied other vital statistics and made out check list of first five
killers according to etiology, portals of entry, and prevention
and control.
Checked accident and mortality check list against list of concepts
derived from other sources and whereever necessary supplemented
the list of concepts.
Submitted completed lists of concepts to first jury of medical and
health specialists in order to establish scientific accuracy.
Revised the list according to the findings of the first juiy.
Submitted corrected list to two independent juries of health and
elementary school specialists for a check of teaching suit<.vl;i 4^-ty
at the elementary school level.
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Conclusions. Although tlie maior findings of this investigation and
study included the identification and validation of some 305 concepts of
healtliful living that are of functional value in contributing to the general
education of elementary school pupils
,
yet the analysis of the textbooks,
literature, and vital statistics provided such a vast amount of significant
aterial as to '.varrant due interpretation in this body of conclusions.
1, The analy'sis of thirty-six health textbooks, designed for use at
the elementary school level, reveals a rather general disagreement
among authors as to the nature of health content in general and to
the method or treatment and gradation of the content in particular.
2, In most of the health series there appears to be unnecessary
repetition of material at each grade level,
3. Safety material, although of utinost value to the children on this
level, appears to be treated very lightly in most health texts,
4. There is no mention of sex-education in any form in any of the
readers.
Most of the textbooks examined had some unit on the common cold
or respiratory disease.
6. The examination of vital statistics revealed the major causes of
deaths and sicknesses in children 5-14. It is concluded that more
stress needs to be placed on these facts in making the teaching of
health education at the eleiiientarj’- school level
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:
functional in nature,
7. The ana^^sis of accident facts suggested that more safety-
material be taught and practiced at the elementary school level.
8, Our present major problems in reducing mortality at the
elementary school include:
a. Improved programs of accident prevention.
b. Ii^roved public health programs and facilities for the
prevention and control, diagnosis and treatment of
tuberculosis,
c. Research into the causes and control of heart diseases,
poliomyelitis, and cancer.
d. Education of the child to early recognition of the
importance of health to daily li-ving.
Implications of the conclusions. It is believed by the investigator
f this study that the classified list of 305 concepts of healthful living
All meet the functional needs of elementary school pupils. It is believed
^t the concepts ^vill pave the way for better organization of health content
p the curriculum at the elementary school.
It is not to be presumed tbit it will be possible to teach all the
concepts even during the course of the entire six grades. It is rather
tased on the assumption that the teacher herself must work out her ovm
krolpEam to meet her own particular needs.
Although based on objectively determined health needs of the school
ihild, these ccancepts are flexible as to use and suggestive as to application,
Ihey are available for furnishing specific guidance to local curriculum
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planners and teachers ?:ho feel the need for inproving instruction in health
•dueation.
The identification and deteimnation of concepts of hoaltliful living
represents the first step in the series of activities that load to unit
organization at the elementary- school level. The list of concepts a.re not
classified bj grade level or organized into appropriate meanings, insights,
and skills, for this is recommended irork for other investigations and studies
but rather represent areas of learning — capacities for grovrth and behavior
in health through v:hich the child be progressively guided throughout the
antire course of the elenentaiy school.
Recomendations for Further Study. ThrouglK)irt the course of this
study the investigator has become avsare of numerous related problems in the
field of health education ivhich are v/ell beyond the scope of this particular
jissertation , The follovnng list yri.1,1, indicate some of the problems that
aave been raised in the mind of the present investigator and are offered as
pecozHoendations for further study and research.
1. It is recommended that each concept of healthiful living
identified for use at the elementarj’- school level be broken down,,
into suitable insights, sld.lSLs, habits, and appreciations.
2. It is recommended tha.t appropriate units be organised arourid each
concept
•
3. It is I'econmended that the list of concepts be graded, according
to acceptable criteria, for each age level in the elementary school,
4. It is recommended tlmt siiitable demonstrations be determined to
scientifically demonstrate the identified concepts.

5. It is recommended that this study be compared to the study by
Staton at the secondary school level in order to prevent any
possible duplication of material and to lay the foundation for a
total course of study for the entire twelve grades.
6. It is recoxamended that simi3ar studies be conducted at the pre-
school and college levels.
7. It is recommended that vocabulary studies be made at each grade
level in the elementary school in order to determine suitable
reading materials.
8. It is recommended on the basis of this particular investigation
that textbooks in health education for the elementary school level
be written based on the findings of this study and the philosophy
of the unit method.
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APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
INSTRUCTION SHEET FOR EVALUATING CONCEPTS
1. The enclosed list indicates some 305 concepts of health educatic*i
that the investigator believes may be of functional value to the elementary
school.
2. The purposes, sources of information, and research procedures are
clearly set fojrth in the enclosed papers, ”An Outline of a Proposed Doctoral
Research Problem”, This is enclosed to inform the jury member of the nature
of the problem,
3. The cc»icepts have already been validated by a selected jury of
nedlcal and health specialists and may be considered on this basis as
being scientifically accurate,
4. It is the desire of the investigator to submit this list of
concepts to two independent juries of subject matter and elementary school
pecialists, who will rat.e each CQrcep'& on the basis of its suitability as a
concept of health education at the elementary school level , "nie concepts
represent teachers goals and will eventually form a basis for unit
organ! 25ation at this level,
5. The follovdng scale -vvill be used:
5 - Ideally suited
4 - Well suited
3 - Neither well nor poorly suited
2 - Poorly suited
1 - Not at all suited
In order to meet rating 5 in the list the concept must be ideally
suited for teaching purposes and must ideally suit both the health needs and
Interests of the elementary school pupils. Four represents a concept that
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daquately suits the health needs of pupils without satisfying the interests
f the pupils. Three represents a concept that adequately suits the health
nterests of pupils without satisf^ying the health needs of the pupil. Two
•presents a concept that does not adequately meet either the health needs
r the interests of pupils. One represents a concept that is not at all
uitable for teaching purposes at the elementary school level.
6. The jury member is instructed to place a discrete number of 1-5,
epending on its suitability as a concept of health education at the
lementaxT school level, after the stated concept on the list.
\
c
1
7. Although it is absolutely essential to rate the concepts on the
asls of the stated criterion, yet feel free to make any comn^ts, suggestions
p criticisms of anything that may be apparent in the study.
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APPENDIX B
AN OUTLINE FOR A PROPOSED DOCTORAL RESEARCH PROBLEM
t. Tentative Title ;
'•A Determination of Health Concepts which are of Functional Value for
the Slementaiy School”
U. Selection of the problem ;
A* Source ; There exists a very definite need for functional health
concepts or principles that will one day become the foundation for
health instruction in the Elementary School, The investigator is
aware of parallel studios in the field of Science Education and the
study recently completed by Staton on the Secondary level. But
after considerable stu(^y and review of the literature it has become
apparent that comparatively little research in Health Education has
been ccxnpleted at the Elementary School level,
B, Justification ; An examination of the age-span of the Elementary
School child vdll reveal it to be a period of growth and development
subject to certain very definite hazards to health and safety vfhich
may very well be a hinderance to this future well-being and happi-
ness. This is the age when the passive immunity of placental
transmission has become depleted and the child becomes subject to
communicable disease. This is the age for active immunization and
the time for the establishment of proper health habits and atti-
tudes .
The investigator is keenly a?yare of the words of Chenoweth and
SelldLrk, who in their text, “School Health Problem” adequately
summarize
(1) a justification of the problem
(2) one method of selecting facts for health instruction
”A ne\f examimtion of the facts now taught needs to be made in
order to see what is omitted that should be taught, to relegate to
the proper places those things that are of minor importance and to
eliminate the things that are not true. Some of the things now
taught do not have health value in keeping with the prominent place
they occupy in teaching.
”A very different approach lies in the consideration of the subjecte
of death and sickness for the uncovering of materials suitable for
teaching. The causes of death and sickness are of major importance
to the health of the nation. An examination of them should be made
as a means of selecting facts to be taught,”
C, Scope ; This studj'' is concerned with the determination of concepts cf
health education which are of functional value to the elementary
school.
The investigation is limited to the elementary school grades I
through VI. The study will attempt to crystallize current health
information selected from several authoritative sources into a set
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III.
of well organized and classified concepts which might serve as a
basis for health instruction at the elementary school level.
Research procedures and techniques ;
A. Logical Analysis: The problem may be divided into two major parts,
the inductive phase and deductive phase,
1, Inductive Phase - the purpose of this phase vri.ll be to
determine the list of concepts of health education,
Sub-rroblam (a) - to select and determine important
concepts of health education from an analysis of Morbidity
and Mortality statistics,
Sub-Problem (b) - to select and determine the important
concepts of health education occurring in 34 textbooks
(6 series) designed for use in the elementary school.
Sub-Problem (c) - to select and determine the important
concepts of health education occurring in 14 selected
safety texts and readers,
2, Dediictive Phase - the purpose of the deductive phase of the
study ivill be the determin-ition of those concepts, from the
list secured in the inductive phase, which are of importance
as concepts of the elementary school.
Sub-Froblem (a) - to deteimiine from the ratings and
judgments of selected medical and health authorities the
accuracy of the concepts as determined in the inductive
phase
.
Sub-Problem (b) - to determine from the rating and
judgments of selected medical, health, and elementary
school specialists, which concepts contained in the list
derived from the inductive phase are essential, as funda-
mental concepts for health instructicai in the elementary
school.
B.Research Procedure ; Techniques to be used in obtaining the
necessary data,
1, Inductive Phase ;
Sub-Problem (a) - The most recent vital statistics
(Mortality and Morbidity) as reported by the United States
Public Health Service will be analyzed and tabulated for
ages 6-12, The predisposing and immediate causes of the
sickness and deaths listed will be established wherever
possible, and prevention and control will be stressed.
Fundamental concepts of health education will be derived
from the findings, the accuracy of which will later be
substantiated by a committee of authorities,
Sub-Problem (b) - The content of 34 current and authorita-
tive health texts designed for use at the elementary school
level will be read ana^ analyzed for statements of basic
concepts of health education. Criteria for selection of
textbooks include;
1. Up to date (1940-)
2. Authoritative (Authors position and background)
3 . Paid; of health safety series (especially designed)

Sub-Problem (c) - the content of 14 up to date and
authoritative safety texts designed for use at the
elementary level vri.ll be read and analyzed for statements
of basic concepts. Criteria for selection of the readers
are the same as those listed under Sub-Problem (b).
After the principles have been derived from the three indicated
sources, the statements will once again be checked by the
investigator for conformance to the criteria for the concept of
health education and for any possible duplication that may exist.
The concepts will then be organized into a proper classification
based on the findings of the investigation.
2.
Deductive Phase ;
Sub-Problem (a) - the organized list of classified concepts
will be submitted to a selected committee of health and
medical authorities who vri.ll consider the concepts from a
standpoint of scientific accuracy consistent with current
medical research, the committee will consist of five members
and will include:
1. Pathologist - (Possess M,D. degree - Member of Path.
Society)
2. Pediatrician - (Possess M,D. degree - Member of
Pediatric Society)
3. Health Specialist - (Possess Ph.D, degree - .^Hfied
health specialists) (two)
4. Vital Statistician - (Possess Ph.D, - Qualified Vital
Statistician)
Sub-Froblem (b) - the list of concepts vri.ll then be submitted
to two independent committees of experts who will consider
and judge their suitability as fund^ental concepts for
health education at the elementary school level in line with
the stated criteria.
These committees or juries will each consist of five members:
1. Subject matter specialist (Health)
2. Health si?)ervisor of Elementary School level,
3. Safety Education expert,
4. Specialist in Elementary Curriculum.
5. Health Teacher
The juries will evaluate each coneept numerically in accord-
ance with the following scale:
(1) Not at all suited
(2) Poorly suited
(3) Neither well nor poorly suited
(4) Well suited
(5) Ideally suited
Sub-Problem (c) - The committee of experts will then
determine the suitability and accuracy of the classification.
C
.
Data Needed ; Data necessary for the solution of this problem vri.ll
be derived from three fundamental sources;
1. Most current Morbidity and Mortality statistics as recorded by

2 .
the Bureau of Vital Statistics, United State Public Health
Service,
The content of 34 textbooks (6 series) designed and prepared
for use in grades I through VI, The following textbooks in
health education are proposed by the investigator for use in
this study because they satisfy the criteria as established
previously,
a. Safe and Healthy Living Series ; Andres, J, H., Goldberger,
L, H,, Dolch, Marguerite, and Hallock, Grace, Ginn & Co,,
1945.
Title :
Spic and Span
The Health Parade
Growing Big and Strcaig
Safety Sveiy Day
Doing "lour Best for Health
Building Good Health
b. Health of Our Nation Series ; Brownell, C,L,
,
and 'Lillians,
J,F,, ilmerican Book Co,, New York, 1942,
Title ;
;7ell and Happy
Clean and Strong
Fit and Ready
Safe and Sound
Hale and Hearty
Active and Alert
c. New Health and Gro?rbh Series ; Charters, .7,??,, Smiley, D,F,,
and Strong, Ruth, The MacMillan Co,, Nevf York, 1941.
Title ;
All Through the Day
Through the Year
. Health Secrets
Healthful .7ays
Lets be Healthy
Habits Healthful and Safe
d. Health-Happiness-Success Series ; Irivin, Leslie ii7,, Tuttle,
W,;J,, and Dekeluey, Caroline, Lyons and Callahan, 1947.
Title ;
Awake and Away
Growing Day by Day
Keeping Fit for Fun
Bunkard, V/.E,, Chambers, R.L,
,
and Mahoney, F,/7,
,
Chicago,
1943.
Title ;
Building for Health
The Bodj'’ and Health
Health by Doing
e. Health ^ Safety , iS-r_ow.th .Serie-s ; Turner, C.E, arid Colleagues;
D,C. Heath Co,, Boston, 1941.
Title:

Growing Up
Keeping Safe and //ell
Gaining Health
Cleanliness and Health Protection
f. /jnerican Health Series : V/ilson, C.C.;, Bracken, J,L,
,
Pryor,
H.B., I'llmack, J, C*, Bobbs-Merrill Co., New York, 1943*
Title :
Our Good Health
Healthy and Happy
Everyday Health
Health at HoEie and School
Health at Work and Play
Growing Healthfully
3. The content of 14 safety textbooks. (Tvto Series) designed and
prepared for use in grades I-VI.
a. The Road to Safety Series : Budkley, H.M., White, Margaret L,
Adams, Alice B., and Silvemale, L.R., i'lmerican Book Co,,
Boston, 1938,
Title ;
Away we Go (Book A)
Happy Times (Book B)
In ^orm and Sunshine (Book C)
In To;m and Country
Here and There
Around the Year
Who Travels There
b. Iha Safety Sam Series ; Ba:ctru.g, C.M, Webster Publishing Co.j
St, Louis, 1943.
Title ;
Meet Safety Sam
Safety Sam’s Friends
Growing Up With Safety Sam
Tips from Safety Sam
Growing Wise vd.th Safety Sam
Playing Safe with Safety Sam
D.Assumptions Made : The following assumptions must be made to pj^ovide
a premise upon which the study is based.
(1) !Gie Health and safety textbooks selected for analysis in this
study are reliable, scientific, and current,
(2) The vital statistics recorded by U.S.P.H.S, are reliable and
vaUd.
(3) The judgment and evaluation by the three selected juries may
be considered as valid and reliable,
(4) The working definition of a principle health education
previously stated must be accepted as being valid,
IV. Conclusion
1. The final list of health concepts may serve as a core for the
instructional plan in the elementary school.

2. Improved textbooks, workbooks, demonstrations and units may be
created based upon this list of principles.
3. The findings may indicate areas of "over and under” emphasis in
our present day health instruction at the elementary school level
4. Improved health habits, attitudes, and practices may result from
the inclusion of more functional concepts in the health
instructional program at the elementary school level.
Previous Studies ; To the best knowledge of the investigator no previous
studies of this nature have been completed at the elementary school
level.
There are several investigations which have utilized similar research
techniques
:
1. Staton, //esley., ”A Determination of Fundamental Concepts of
Healthful Living and Their Relative Importance for General Education
at the Secondary Level,”, Doctoral Dissertation, Boston Ikiiversity,
1948.
2. Craig, Gerald S., "Certain Techniques Used in Developing a Course
of Study in Science for the Horace Mann Elementary School”,
Doctoral Dissertation, Contributions to Education, Wo, 276, New
York Teachers’ College, Columbia University, 1927.
3. Robertson, Martin L,
,
"A Basis for the Selection of Course Content
in Elementary Science.”, Doctoral Dissertation, University of
Michigan, 1933.
4. Martin, vTilliam E,, "A Determination of the Principles of the
Biological Sciences of Importance for General Education,” Doctoral
Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1944.
.
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/iPPENDIX C
CALCULATION OF CORRELATION RATIO
JURY II
\ 2 3 4 5 FY y1 FY^ fyl^
ij-rl {3^TTT K'Iy^
5
0
1 2 15 68 86 2 172 344 150 22500 ^1.6 300
^
4 0 4 19 54 13 90 1 90 90 76 5V76 64.1 76
3 0 18 22 3 2 45 0 0 0 -11 121 2,6
I
0
2 5 26 3 0 0 34 -X -34 34 -36 1296 38.1 36
1
1 40 9 0 0 1 50 -2 -100 200 -87 7569 15U3 174
45 58 46 72 84 305 12B 663 92 517.70 536
M
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0 12
0 72 168 = 92
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APPENDIX D
CALCULATION OF STMDAHD ERROR OF NYX, ILQC, AND r
.01
.01
.01

APPENDIX S
\
ANAIXSIS OF DATA
Ratings by Individual Llecibers of the Ttvo Juries Compared
fCKT I Ratings
Members
1 2
-2_ Jl- -L.
1 49 58 25 106 67
2 50 53 34 76 92
3 34 3 10 28 230
4 54 44 56 70 81
5 53 19 108 77 48
240 177 233 357 518
joar II
1 53 59 34 73 86
2 53 54 43 61 94
3 37 40 46 53 129
4 41 58 57 67 82
5 56 50 53 65 81
240 261 233 319 472
480 438 466 676 990
N = 3050
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APPENDK F
SUlMiiHON OF MEDL\N FOR FINAL RANK-ORDER
Median Frequency
10 69
9 27
8 56
7 23
6 27
5 21
4 24
3 11
2 47
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